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REMOTELY MAPPING SURFACE ROUGHNESS ON ALLUVIAL FANS: AN
APPROACH FOR UNDERSTANDING DEPOSITIONAL PROCESSES
By
Sarah L. Doyle
B.S., Geological Sciences, University of Texas at Austin, 2010
M.S., Earth and Planetary Sciences, University of New Mexico, 2013
ABSTRACT
A technique using multiple images from a single year to find surface roughnessbased differences in directional radiance across sparsely-vegetated surfaces has been
developed to help efficiently map and understand depositional processes on active,
alluvial fan surfaces in Death Valley, CA. Surface roughness on the scales of grain size
and topography on alluvial fan surfaces is expected to vary with depositional processes,
including fluvial and mass movement events, as well as surface runoff and eolian
processes. The Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) describes
changes in reflectance based on changes in the angle of irradiance and radiationscattering effects of a surface. Using Landsat 7 satellite imagery, the changes in observed
surface reflectance, resulting from seasonal changes in the angle of incoming, solar
radiation, can be classified and interpreted to show differences in surface roughness.
Observations of grain size and topography, and other variables that affect reflectance
(e.g. vegetation, composition) from field sites on eastern, alluvial fan surfaces in Death
Valley show that seasonal changes in surface radiation are related to surface shadowing
that result from grain size primarily, but also topography. Statistical tests show that the
total amount of sand found on the land surface is the most correlated variable with the
remote sensing method. Spatial relationships of surface features provide further
interpretation of depositional process in addition to surface roughness. Airborne Laser
Swath Mapping (ALSM) data was also used to map surface roughness, and shows
positive trends with the Landsat imagery analyses. Mapping surface roughness over
large areas and in remote settings using multi-spectral, satellite imagery has the potential
to be a powerful tool for studying the geomorphology of both Earth and Mars.
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1. Introduction
Landsat satellite imagery, one of the most widely-used imagery sources for
Earth’s surface since the 1970s, can provide users with surface textural information when
temporal changes in reflectance are directly related to changes in average shadowing
produced by surface features. The texture of surface features on alluvial fans results from
the processes forming and later eroding this common landform. By isolating surface
roughness (or texture) on active alluvial fan surfaces in Death Valley Basin, we can
address how surface roughness reflects Holocene depositional processes on fans in this
region. Alluvial fans have been the subject of many geomorphic and sedimentary studies
due to their importance as paleoclimatic indicators (Bull, 1991; Harvey et. al., 2005), as
locations with a large potential for natural hazard events (Pelletier et. al., 2005), and as
reservoirs for natural resources such as water and oil (Fraser and Suttner, 1986; Houston,
2002; Bull and Kirkby, 2002; Li et. al., 2008). Surficial mapping of alluvial fans in
Death Valley, in particular, was a part of a detailed surface mapping project by Menges
et. al. (2001) aimed at understanding and preserving regional hydrologic flowpaths in
southeastern California. The morphology of a fan is controlled by both upstream and
downstream factors. Upstream factors would include available grain sizes and the
amount of discharge leaving the source basin, and downstream factors could include the
rates of sediment removal and basin subsidence (Harvey, 1997; Harvey et. al., 2005;
Blair and McPherson, 2009). A broad range of depositional processes, ranging from
fluvial to mass wasting events, contributes to subaerial fan formation (Bull 1977;
Stanistreet and McCarthy, 1993; Harvey et. al., 2005).
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Analysis of aerial and satellite-acquired data has often been used for mapping
alluvial fans because extensive fieldwork is expensive and time consuming when
evaluating large areas and remote locations (Menges et. al., 2001; Mushkin and Gillespie,
2005). Common approaches to remotely assess surface roughness use radar (radio
detection and ranging) (eg. Schaber et. al., 1976; Evans et. al., 1986), thermal imagery
(eg. Gillespie et. al., 1984; Hardgrove et. al., 2010), or airborne and terrestrial LiDAR
(Light Detection and Ranging) (eg. Duhnforth et. al., 2007; Frankel and Dolan, 2007;
Wasklewicz et. al, 2008). The idea of using light reflectance (the ratio of reflected
radiance to incoming irradiance) to detect differences in surface textural features has been
applied to alluvial fan mapping by Mushkin and Gillespie (2005). They used ASTER
(Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer) and MASTER
(MODIS/ASTER airborne simulator) imagery. Since images from these satellites are
taken from different view angles, they can be used to observe reflectance differences due
to surface roughness. These reflectance differences are dependent on the angular
relationship between incoming and outgoing light.
Mushkin and Gillespie (2005) used stereoscopic image pairs (two images with
differing view angles) in order to estimate roughness at a sub-pixel level. Stereoscopic
pairs are commonly used to create digital terrain models (DTMs) (Moore et. al., 1991;
Giles and Franklin, 1996). Instead of processing DTM’s for slope information over
varying spatial filter sizes, radiance values from individual imagery pixels can be directly
related to surface roughness based on a relationship described by the Bidirectional
Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF). BRDF describes the angular dependency of
light reflectance on the orientation and roughness of a surface (Liang and Strahler, 1994;
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Lucht et. al., 2000; Wynn, 2000). Sub-pixel changes in shadow cover due to changes in
solar illumination angle or sensor view angle are indicative of surface roughness at scales
that are encompassed by the pixel size.
Since Landsat satellites have consistent view angles and times of image
collection, the temporal changes of incoming solar illumination angles can solely alter
pixel radiance values. Unlike using ASTER or MASTER, Landsat imagery can be
manipulated to show surface roughness based on temporal changes to incoming radiation
rather than on changes in radiance picked up at differing view angles. Here, surface
roughness is defined as land surface features on the scales of topography — less than a
meter to 10’s of meters in relief — and grain size — millimeter to greater than a meter.
The surface roughness of depositional features on alluvial fans (10-2 to 101 m) can create
changes in sub-pixel shadowing that are detected with a 30 meter spatial resolution
(Landsat pixel size). This surface roughness product can then be used to highlight areas
of different depositional processes over a large area that encompasses many alluvial fans.
I used field measurements of surface roughness and previously acquired Airborne Laser
Swath Mapping (ALSM) elevation data from the National Center for Airborne Laser
Mapping (NCALM) to compare and assess the accuracy of this BRDF-based measure of
surface roughness.
The goals of this study are two-fold. The first is to develop a method to use
Landsat imagery for the evaluation of surface roughness. The second is to explore the
idea that surface roughness on the scales encompassed by medium spatial resolution
imagery can provide useful information for interpretation of alluvial fan depositional
histories. Field data from Death Valley provides observations of how common surface
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features – such as sand deposits and bars and channels – are not always straightforward
indicators of the primary depositional processes that are responsible for the formation of
alluvial fans.
2. Geologic Setting
2.1 Surficial material in Death Valley
This study focuses on alluvial fans that are located on the east-central edge of
Death Valley in southeastern California (Figure 1). In central Death Valley, alluvial fans
cover the piedmonts of the Panamint Range to the west and the Black and Funeral
Mountains to the east. Bedrock in the Amargosa Range on the east side of the basin
differs slightly between Funeral Mountains north of Furnace Creek and the Black
Mountains to the south. The Funeral Mountains are composed of Precambrian
metamorphics, Cambrian carbonates, and Tertiary nonmarine sedimentary rocks
(Jennings, 1973). Alluvial fans emanating from this area are dominated by quartz-rich
clast types (Hunt and Mabey, 1966). The Black Mountains are dominated by early
Precambrian metamorphic rocks, although late Tertiary volcanic rocks are found in the
source basins of some fans (Jennings, 1973). Hunt and Mabey (1966) noted that clast
lithology on west-side alluvial fan surfaces – which have been the focus of most alluvial
fan mapping projects in Death Valley – reflect source bedrock types such as quartzites
and carbonates. In general, the surficial material present on east-side fans also reflect
bedrock types. For example, alluvial fan surfaces have an increase in granitic
compositions on fan surfaces towards the southern edge of the study area where granitic
intrusions are more prevalent in the source areas.
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Pluvial sediments in Death Valley and nearby basins were deposited during cold
and wet glacial intervals in the Pliocene and Pleistocene (Hunt and Mabey, 1966;
Klinger, 2001). Death Valley basin filled and emptied multiple times during the
Pleistocene as Lake Manly—the terminal lake for cascading lakes in basins within the
eastern Sierra Nevada Mountains. Evidence for past lakes includes (1) wave erosion into
fan deposits causing the removal of fines and imbrication of previous deposits; (2)
isolated, high-relief shoreline terraces at multiple locations around the valley; and (3)
playa deposits and fan deposits that interfinger at the edges of the basin (Lowenstein et.
al., 1999; Ibbeken and Warnke, 2000; Orme and Orme, 2008).
In the late Holocene, Death Valley has had relatively low annual precipitation (~6
cm/yr), high air and surface temperatures, and, consequently, high evaporation rates,
promoting the formation of salt playas (Hunt, 1975). Physical and chemical weathering
of alluvial fan deposits near the salt playas at the center of the basin may be promoted by
salt weathering processes (Wasklewicz et. al., 2008). Salt weathering includes surface
clast disintegration by salt expansion within voids and pores and the formation of tafonitype depressions within bedrock or surface clasts (Winkler and Wilhelm, 1970; Bradley
et. al., 1978).
Sand dunes—up to several meters high—are found in stable locations near the
northern end of the basin, and are the most likely the source for eolian material found on
fan surfaces in that region as well as the repository for fine material removed from fan
surfaces (Figure 2).
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Figure 1: Death Valley National Park in Southeastern California.
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Figure 2: Mesquite Sand Dunes outline showing proximity to field sites with possible
eolian deposits on surfaces.
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2.2 Characteristics of Death Valley alluvial fans
Alluvial fans within Death Valley Basin and surrounding basins in southeastern
California are considered “classic” alluvial fans and have been studied for several
decades (eg. Denny, 1965; Hunt and Mabey, 1966; Bull, 1991; Blair and McPherson,
2009). A wealth of resources on the surficial mapping (eg. Bull, 1991; Blair, 1999) and
past remote sensing mapping techniques (eg. Schaber et. al., 1976; Menges et. al., 2001;
Hardgrove et. al. 2010) used in this area make it a good preliminary test site for this
study.
2.2.1 East side alluvial fans
Death Valley basin is one of many extensional basins in the Basin and Range
Province. Normal faults on the east side are generally more active (~1-3 mm/year) than
on the west side, creating a trap-door movement down and to the west (Denny, 1965;
Burchfiel et. al., 1995). The difference in rates of faulting on each side of the basin – in
addition to drainage basin geology and sizes – results in different fan morphologies. The
east side fans have a stacked, steeper, and shorter morphology. Thus, depositional events
on the east side are more likely to deposit on top of previous deposits, although the most
recent deposits are also, generally, the most basinward. Fans on the west side are
shallower, and active channels bisect older deposits allowing the juxtaposition of surfaces
of varying ages next to each other (referred to as a telescoping fan form) (Harvey et. al.,
2005). West side alluvial fan surfaces are exposed to secondary processes that cause
surfaces to become increasingly covered by desert pavement, desert varnish, and gullies
created by surface runoff (Figure 3).
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The majority of research on the east side alluvial fans has generalized depositional
processes that resulted in their formation as debris-flow dominated, or, in some cases,
mixed-flow processes (Volker et. al., 2007; Wasklewicz et. al., 2008). Mixed flow
alluvial fans have some component of fluvial and transitional-flow deposition in addition
to debris-flow deposits. This is supported by observations of the small, steep-sided
source basins, infrequent precipitation events, bedrock types, and large slope angles on
fan surfaces. All of these factors play into resulting flow type, although ultimately the
water content versus grain size distribution determines flow rheology (Whipple and
Dunne, 1992).
2.2.2 Ages of alluvial fan surfaces
Landforms throughout the US southwest have been dated using a combination of
relative-age-dating techniques including soil development, desert pavement formation,
desert varnish accumulation, as well as with cosmogenic nuclide dating (Denny, 1965;
Hunt and Mabey, 1966; Bull, 1991; Harvey and Wells, 2003; Duhnforth et. al., 2007;
Owen et. al., 2011). Surfaces of fans in Death Valley and nearby basins, correlated using
these parameters, show general surface age groupings. An early paper by Hunt and
Mabey (1966) used stratigraphic ages to separate Quaternary units of the arid southwest
into four generations from early Pleistocene to late Holocene. Klinger (2001) later
refined these generations into smaller time units (Table 1).
The most recent alluvial unit, Q4b, includes deposits younger than a few hundred
years. The oldest generation, deposited in the early Pleistocene, is referred to as Q1 (b
and c). Here, we concentrate on surfaces that have Q4 type characteristics—i.e. Late
Holocene surfaces (Hunt and Mabey, 1966; Bull, 1991; Harvey and Wells, 2003; Frankel
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and Dolan, 2007) (Figure 4). These deposits are generally the most basinward or within
active channels, and they lack varnish or pavement. Surficial bar and channel topography
is prominent and soils are very thin (<4cm) (Klinger, 2001).

Table 1: Summary Correlation Chart of Quaternary Stratigraphy in Northern Death
Valley (From Machette et. al., 2001).
Hunt and Mabey,
1966

Reynolds,
1969
Q1

Qg4
Holocene

Moring,
1986
Qf4/Qs
Qmu

Q2
Qg3

Qf3
Q3

Qlm
Qg2

Qf2c
Ql
Q4

Qf2b
Qf2a

Pleistocene

Klinger, 2001
Q4b (historic)
Q4a (0.2-2ka)
Q3c (2-4ka)
Q3b (4-8ka)
Q3a (8-12ka)
Qlm4/Qlr
Q2c (35-60 ka)
Q2b (80-120
ka)
Qlm3
Q2a (>180 ka)
Qlm2
Q1c (<760 ka)

Qf1
Q1b (>760 ka)
QTg1
Pliocene

Tg/Tb
Tfc

(<4 to 7 Ma)

Qlm1
QT1a (<3.7
Ma)
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Figure 3: Image of central Death Valley showing alluvial fans on each side of the basin.
Fans coming in from the west, leave the Panamint Range and are long and heavily
varnished. In this image, smaller, stacked fans leave the Black Mountains and in some
areas interfinger with salt playas.
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Figure 4: Death Valley overview showing outlines (filled white) of areas of east side
alluvial fans of interest in this study.
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3. Surface Roughness
3.1 Surface roughness from an earth science perspective
Many studies have evaluated surface roughness as an important parameter for
atmospheric dust influx models (eg. Marticorena et. al., 1997; Chappell, 1999) and
vegetation, snow cover, and landform mapping (eg. Liang and Stahler, 1993; Glenn et.
al., 2006; Cavalli and Marchi, 2008; Warren et. al., 1998; Fassnacht et. al., 2009).
Surface roughness is defined differently for each of these studies since the scales of
interest vary. Slope, correlation length, and the root mean square of elevation values are
examples of common surface roughness parameters (Weeks et. al., 1996). Holocene fan
surfaces have been evaluated using ALSM (similar to airborne LiDAR) to distinguish
between fluvial-dominated fans and debris-flow-dominated fans by measuring deviation
from slope-detrended, perfectly smooth surfaces (Volker et. al., 2006). With a 1-m
digital elevation model, topographic differences between fans within Death Valley were
quantified with this method. Other roughness studies that use high spatial resolution
elevation data have calculated neighborhood statistics – estimating roughness over scales
of 1 meter to averages over an entire fan – to map features based on desired
characteristics, including topography due to depositional process and age-related
roughness differences (Frankel and Dolan, 2007; Cavalli and Marchi, 2008; Wasklewicz
et. al., 2008). This method is useful for the definition of high spatial detail over small
areas, but larger scale mapping efforts would be costly and require a large amount of
analysis and interpretation time.
Death Valley provides examples of the two extremes of large-scale roughness.
Playa salts can be observed to have less than a meter of relief change across their
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surfaces, while the steepness of basin-bounding mountain ranges is shown by the ~3,500
m difference in elevation between the basin floor and Telescope Peak in the Panamint
Range. Alluvial fans are smooth landforms in comparison to most large-scale surface
features. Aspects on rougher surfaces and compositional differences between surfaces
would be expected to create issues for relating reflectance to roughness that make
quantifying surface roughness over the entire basin troublesome. This large-scale surface
roughness mapping will be discussed in a later section.
Smaller-scale roughness, due to both topography and grain size, was assessed
using sub-pixel reflectance properties by Mushkin and Gillespie (2005). In this study,
surface roughness is defined as textural differences within grain size to topographic
scales of 10-2 to 101 meters. These scales of surface roughness can be used to represent
surface types in desert settings (McFadden et. al., 1989; Mushkin and Gillespie, 2005).
The remote sensing method we are using can provide information about sub-pixel
shadowing and so surface roughness information that is encompassed within 30 meter
pixels (Landsat bands 1 -5, and 7) can be investigated on arid, alluvial fan surfaces.
3.2 Features on active alluvial fan surfaces responsible for surface roughness
Surface characteristics, and thus fan roughness, are a function of fan forming
processes – generally sediment-gravity flows and fluid-gravity flows – and postdepositional processes (See Appendix I). Fans come in different forms: telescoping,
stacked, fluvial, alluvial, large, small, steep, and gently sloping, but they are all created
by the same process – namely, flow expansion resulting in deposition of sediment upon
entering a basin (Bull, 1977). Deposition on large fans may occur infrequently due to the
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local climate and basin geology, allowing post-depositional surface modification such as
desert pavement, desert varnish, gullying, soil formation and deflation to occur.
Often, surface roughness is cited as a useful mapping parameter on alluvial fans,
since surface expressions of deposits differ based on the factors in effect during and after
deposition (Suwa and Okuda, 1983; Evans et. al., 1986; Whipple and Dunne, 1992;
Moore and Howard, 2005; Hardgrove et. al., 2010). Mapping alluvial fan deposits based
on age differences has been attempted using surface roughness, and the results have
shown that time has a large effect on deposit surfaces (Frankel and Dolan, 2007;
Gillespie et. al., 1984). Understanding depositional processes on surfaces that have been
altered since deposition is complex and requires a more thorough understanding of the
original surface feature expression.
The size and sorting of material and discharge magnitudes that reach an alluvial
fan surface are responsible for a fan’s primary depositional features. Alluvial fans can
form solely from deposition during fluvial processes (sometimes termed fluvial fans),
transitional flows, high sediment-load debris flows, or from a combination of these (Bull,
1977; Kochel and Johnson, 1984; Wells and Harvey, 1987; Stanistreet and McCarthy,
1993). Often, deposits on a single fan are formed by varied processes and differ in
compositional make-up due to changes in the climatic and drainage basin conditions at
the time of their deposition (Harvey and Wells, 2003). Also, a single flow event can
result in a variety of deposit types as discharge and sediment load change during the
event (Mather and Hartley, 2005).
3.2.1 Debris-flow deposits
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Debris-flow deposits have been separated into subjective groups based on matrix
quantity, deposit morphology, and overall sorting (Wells and Harvey, 1987; Blair and
McPherson, 1994). The determination of a debris flow versus a streamflow is based on
the presence of a flow yield strength and relatively high flow viscosity (e.g. Whipple and
Dunne, 1992). The addition of fines to water as the flow matrix allows for nonNewtonian flow, in which turbulence is reduced and flows can travel great distances
across land surfaces. Hydraulic properties of the flow as well as fan surface geometry
and sediment compositions determine where on the fan a debris flow will deposit (Suwa
and Okuda, 1983). Debris-flow morphology is typically lobate. Multiple lobes can be
created in a single event, each with different dominant surface features. Figure 5
illustrates surface features observed on debris-flow deposits from a study of side-valley
alluvial fans (Wells and Harvey, 1987). A single debris flow will most likely have the
coarsest material near the front, which would be deposited first, and then the bulk of the
flow would follow (Suwa and Okuda, 1983). Discharges lacking in fine-grained material
may follow the debris flow (Blair and McPherson, 1994).
In general, surface texture of a debris-flow deposit is poorly to very poorly sorted.
Fines may or may not be found at the surface due to late-stage surface runoff events and
subsequent rain splash removing fine material (Bull, 1977). Mud flow and dilute debris
flow are often used to describe a debris flow that lacks coarse material, but still has the
high fines concentration that provides frictional strength to the flow (Bull, 1977). Dilute
flows are modeled to travel the furthest for a given set of hydraulic conditions (Whipple
and Dunne, 1992).
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Debris-flow levees are common surface features on debris-flow lobe deposits.
Levees typically have the greatest relief near the apex, where coarser debris-flow deposits
are typically found, and become subdued down fan where lobes of overall finer material
are dominant (Johnson, 1970; Fisher, 1971). Larger material – typically boulders and
gravel – is pushed upwards and outwards to the debris-flow edges as it moves. As the
material collects, less fluid for support is present in the flow, causing deposition along the
edge of the debris flow. These deposits can be clast supported and better sorted than
other debris-flow deposits (Major and Iverson, 1999). Levees are found on the sides and
occasionally fronts of lobes. Side levees can create constraining channels that direct
debris flows and allow the flow depth to remain great enough for flows to travel downfan. Debris flows also create channels where abrasion beneath the flow creates scours
into previous deposits (Whipple and Dunne, 1992). Front levees (also called snouts) are
often eroded by the later flowing material, but can serve as dams—trapping material
behind them that would have otherwise been deposited farther down-fan. This can create
abrupt changes in slope on debris-flow-dominated fans (Suwa and Okuda, 1983).
The range in roughness features that can be seen on debris-flow-dominated fans
includes extremely rough surfaces found near apices with debris-flow levees and incised
active channels, and smooth areas at the toes of the fan where debris flows lacking large
clasts (mud flows) deposit primarily fine material. Debris-flow deposition is the
dominant alluvial fan building process on both sides of the Death Valley Basin, although
some studies have identified fans with apparent water-lain deposits (Bull, 1977; Blair,
1999; Wasklewicz et. al., 2008).
3.2.2 Fluvial and transitional-flow deposits
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Fluvial deposition occurs on alluvial fans when a large discharge without the
amount of fines necessary to create a debris flow, reaches a point of unconfinement.
General differences between fluvial and debris-flow deposits have been identified from a
number of studies of alluvial fans (Bull, 1964; Kochel and Johnson, 1984; Wells and
Harvey, 1987; Blair and McPherson, 1994; Blair, 1999). Observations of fluvial
deposits show that they are often made up of better-sorted sands and gravels, and clasts
are more likely to be found imbricated and clast-supported than in debris-flow deposits
(Ritter et. al., 2006). Unconfined sheetfloods leave “sheet-like” deposits of sand and
gravel, with bars of coarser material (sands/gravels) preserved as isolated features.
Fluvial sheetflood deposits are often identified from a cross-sectional view based on the
presence of planar couplets of poorly sorted sands and gravels (Blair and McPherson,
1999). They also lack large topographic changes, although bar and channel features are
often found on their surfaces (Wells and Harvey, 1987). When coarse material is
transported as bedload and deposited as bars, or incision takes place, fluvial deposits
would have rougher surface features.
Transitional flows (often called hyperconcentrated flows) are described as an
intermediate phase of water to sediment between debris flows and streamflows (Wells
and Harvey, 1987). Deposits of transitional flows fit in neither end-member regime since
they have properties of both fluvial and mass movement processes. Their deposits have
some snout/levee features, but also horizontal stratification and graded bedding similar to
fluvial deposits. Transitional flows also constitute the clast sorting range between debris
flow and streamflow classifications (Wells and Harvey, 1987). Additional descriptions
of each depositional process can be found in Appendix 1. It is possible for fluvial
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deposits, or hyperconcentrated (transitional) flows, to be found on top of debris-flow
deposits, or for these flows to imbricate and remove fines from the surfaces of debrisflow deposits.
3.2.3 Other alluvial fan surface roughness considerations
Bar and swale topography—higher relief, coarser bars separated by channels of
finer material—describes a common surface texture of both debris flow and streamflow
deposits that is often the result of fluvial reworking (Bull, 1977; Knighton, 1998).
Braided fluvial activity on unconfined surfaces eventually directs water into surface rills,
or depressions, as it flows down-fan. These rills can be the low spots between coarse
material bars or levees. Flows moving down-fan on permeable fan deposits lose
discharge, and so fine material carried as bedload or suspended within the flow will
eventually deposit in the rills or swales.
In general, the most frequent discharge events act only upon the active channel,
and most often by transporting deposits within the active channel farther down fan,
causing incision or aggradation at different points on the fan surface (Suwa and Okuda,
1983). This process produces unique surface roughness changes within the active
channel. Incision initiated by sediment-poor flows creates the fan-feeding active channel
and reworks previous deposits, removing fines. Where incision has occurred, the relief of
channel walls would create the roughest surfaces found. Within the channel, coarse
material may be isolated as bars separated by comparatively well-sorted fines. The size
of the channel and grain size of the deposits would control the relative surface roughness
remotely observed within the active channel versus other parts of the fan.
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Blair and McPherson (1994) point out that surficial change to even very recent
deposits may mask the type of deposition that took place. This change could include: 1)
the falling stages of floods that form braided channels reworking deposits; 2) more
frequent, less catastrophic rain events producing surface runoff that can rework surfaces
into shallow channels; 3) fines at the surface being winnowed from deposits because of
wind and surface water action; and finally, 4) eolian deposition altering roughness even
on the most recent fan surfaces if a source of sand or fine material is nearby.
For this study, it is important to point out that there is most likely a range in
deposit types, and discharge-to-sediment concentration boundaries between debris flow
and transitional flow, and transitional flow and streamflow are arbitrary. Also,
considering all the possible combinations of surface roughness elements described here,
interpreting a surface roughness map is difficult. Other observable features such as
spatial relationships between surfaces of different roughness and location on the fan
would aid in interpreting depositional process on the studied alluvial fans.
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Figure 5: Geomorphic and sedimentologic features of major debris flow and fluvial
facies from Wells and Harvey (1987). The facies are D1 – viscous debris flow, D2 –
dilute debris flow, T1 – transitional flow, S1 and S2 – fluvial bars and lobes, and S3 –
fluvial gravel sheets. Scale of features may be different in different depositional
environments.
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4. Methodology
4.1 Application of BRDF to surface roughness mapping
We are applying visible light, near-, and mid-infrared radiance products to surface
roughness mapping using the Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF).
For a specific radiation wavelength, BRDF can be used to understand how changing
illumination and view angles are influenced by surface properties (Liang and Strahler,
1994). Light reflectance, as well as the reflectance of other wavelengths of radiation, is
defined as the ratio of reflected light to incident light from a rough surface (Mushkin and
Gillespie, 2005). BRDF is a function of reflectance as well as sun-surface-satellite
geometry. Mathematically, this can be described by:
R

Lo
Ei

per unit area

BRDFλ R λ θi ,∅i , θo , ∅o , x, y

(1)
(2)

Where, reflectance (R) is the ratio of reflected radiation (Lo) or radiance in direction wo to
incoming radiation (Ei) or irradiance from direction wi (Figure 6). Many variables must
be understood in order to relate surface reflectance to roughness (Eq. 2). θ and Ø are
used to represent the incoming (wi) and outgoing (wo) radiation directions in spherical
coordinates from an origin normal to a surface. Planar coordinates (x and y) are used to
map where irradiance is hitting a surface in 2-dimensional space (Wynn, 2000).
Both Lo and Ei are fluxes. Assuming irradiance is constant and the zenith angle of
wi is exactly perpendicular to a flat land surface, the amount of incoming radiation per
unit area would be at a maximum. If the same amount of radiation hits the surface at
angles away from nadir (perfectly perpendicular), the area of illumination would become
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larger and irradiance intensity would decrease as the angle increases. The amount of
radiance is a function of irradiance, and, therefore, Eq.1 is useful for finding changes in
reflectance solely due to view angle, since it would normalize reflectance to the amount
of irradiance received.
As the illumination angle varies, shadowing due to roughness elements on a
surface will also vary. If we assume the amount of irradiance stays constant, changes in
reflectance can be determined by comparing outgoing radiance that is collected at times
of different illumination directions. We can use the ratio of observed radiance from
Mushkin and Gillespie’s (2005) study, given below:
o

RR o12

Lo1
Lo2

(3)

(modified from Mushkin and Gillespie (2005))
In Equation 3, RR is the ratio of outgoing radiance (Lo) from time 1 (outgoing 1 - o1) to
time 2 (o2). A perfectly Lambertian, or diffuse, surface has a ratio of 1 (no change in
shadows), while real-world surfaces will have larger or smaller ratios when illumination
direction changes (Liang and Strahler, 1994).
In this study, the surface of the earth, and specifically a fan with a range of
surface roughness types, is the reflecting material. The outgoing radiation direction is a
function of the incoming sun angle as it interacts with the surface of the earth as well as
its modification by surface characteristics. Solar zenith and azimuth angles describe
sunlight geometry as shown in Figure 7.
Instead of using images from the same solar time period with different view
angles, as was done by Mushkin and Gillespie (2005), we use images from different
seasons where incoming sunlight angles create differences in surface shadowing and,
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consequently, reflectance. The angle of incoming sunlight hitting the earth’s surface
changes over the course of a year for all latitudes except the equator. Therefore, the
reflected radiation toward a constant view angle would be expected to differ between the
summer solstice to the winter solstice. If the view angle is near nadir, the higher sun
angle in the summer would be expected to cause less shadowing from roughness features
than the low, winter, sun angles. A ratio of the summer radiance values over the winter
values would show locations where no change in shadowing is occurring (diffuse with a
ratio of 1) or the winter shadowing is much greater than during the summer (an
anisotropically rough surface with a ratio greater than 1). Solar azimuth angle also
changes with seasons. This is the direction from which the sun is shining at a given time
of day (Figure 7). The combination of solar zenith and azimuth angles affect land surface
reflectance seasonally.
Atmospheric interference needs to be minimized for a radiance ratio to be
associated with surface roughness. If atmospheric conditions change over time, the top
of atmosphere (TOA) reflection and radiation effects would independently cause changes
in observed radiance, by altering incoming irradiance. Correcting for this can be done
with post-processing tools that estimate TOA effects on imagery.
It is also important to understand how the wavelength of light (λ) being measured
interacts with the surface. Spectral thermal emissivity is important to understand for the
surfaces assessed since it describes how certain wavelengths are more likely to be
absorbed and radiated at a different wavelength— versus pure reflection—because of
compositional differences (chemical bonds within minerals, water content, etc.) (eg.
Gillespie et. al., 1984; Mushkin and Gillespie, 2005). Implementing a BRDF technique
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with multispectral radiance data is expected to minimize thermal emissivity effects of
surface material on visible light to mid-infrared reflectance (Mushkin and Gillespie,
2005). This can be tested by comparing wavelengths that are preferentially reflected or
radiated from some surfaces versus others.
With Landsat imagery, we can compare radiance or reflectance changes from
images collected at a constant view angle for multiple times of year using band ratios and
classification algorithms. The wi and wo light directions, Θi,o, and Ø i,o are known for all
Landsat images, and Lo is captured by the satellite at a nearly constant, given, view angle.
Post-processing tools make it possible to use incoming radiation information to calibrate
radiance to reflectance (Eq. 1). By doing this, Eq. 3 can be manipulated to show changes
in reflectance (based on each image’s pixel radiation values and estimated TOA
calculations) that may be due to changing solar angles. With minimal vegetation
response and uniform composition of clasts on alluvial fan surfaces, visible light, nearinfrared, and mid-infrared radiance can be used to estimate surface texture or roughness
properties. How the different wavelengths are reflected from roughness features on the
scales of topography versus grain size is something that will also be explored in this
work.
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Figure 6: An incoming light ray (Ei) hits a plane at some direction from normal (wi) and
then a light ray is reflected (Lo) in direction wo. The axes represent 3 dimensions (X, Y,
and Z).

Figure 7: Diagram showing the solar zenith and azimuth angle definitions. Time 1 and
time 2 solar illumination directions are different and are described by zenith and azimuth
angles.
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4.2 Landsat imagery analysis
Landsat satellites have been acquiring images of Earth since 1972. This imagery
has been used in numerous contexts (eg. vegetation – Richardson, 1977; Masek et. al.,
2008; land cover– Xian et. al., 2009; landform change – Scuderi et. al., 2010; Buehler et.
al., 2011; snow cover – Shuai et. al. 2011). Unlike other imagery sources currently used
to look at surface roughness, it is provided freely by the USGS and NASA. The high
accuracy in the georeferencing of images for each path/row of Landsat’s orbit,
consistency of view angle, and regular time intervals between images taken (~16 days
apart) make it ideal for correlating light reflectance to surface roughness. Using Landsat
imagery in conjunction with a BRDF-based approach has not been attempted prior to this
study, even though the benefits of BRDF products have been seen in scientific studies
outside of geomorphology and landform distribution (eg. Schaaf et. al., 2002; Shuai et.
al., 2011).
4.2.1 Landsat 7 specifications
Landsat satellite specifications are consistent and well-documented (found at:
landsat.usgs.gov). Landsat 7 images have 3 visible bands, 1 near-infrared band, and 2
mid-infrared bands at 30 m spatial resolution, as well as a thermal-infrared band (high
and low gain) at 60 m resolution. Landsat 7 ETM + has an additional panchromatic band
at 15 m resolution (0.52- 0.9 µm). Scenes are acquired every 16 days at 9:30 - 10:00 AM
local time. This is possible since Landsat satellites have sun-synchronous orbits.
Archived Landsat 7 imagery for the area covering Death Valley and nearby basins and
having little cloud cover (<10%) is available for download at the USGS Global
Visualization Viewer (GLOVIS) website (http://glovis.usgs.gov/). In 2003, a scan line
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drop out occurred making post-2002 images incomplete. Fortunately for this study, older
images without this issue are acceptable to use, since no major changes have occurred on
alluvial fan surfaces in Death Valley recently. Anthropogenic and natural surface
changes since image acquisition would complicate interpretation.
4.2.2 Image acquisition and calibration
Images from 2002 are used in this study, in an effort to keep surface conditions as
similar to today as possible, but without having to use images with the scan line dropout
issue. The change in solar zenith – the angle between a line perfectly nadir to the earth’s
surface and the sun – for the images used is 38º, and the change in solar azimuth – the
angle between north on the land surface and the direction from which the sun is shining –
is 39.5º (Table 2). Image acquisition took place at 10:10 PT ± 1 minute for all images.

Table 2: Solar zenith and azimuth angles during Landsat 7 satellite image acquisition of
path/row 40/35 (Death Valley region).
Date
Solar Zenith Angle (º) Solar Azimuth Angle (º)
01/24/2002
60.7
150.8
02/25/2002
51.7
145.1
03/29/2002
39.8
138.9
04/30/2002
29.5
129.8
06/01/2002
24.6
118.2
07/19/2002
27.0
117.5
08/04/2002
29.4
123.2
09/21/2002
41.1
144.7
10/23/2002
51.2
154.4
12/10/2002
62.6
157.0
Seasonal change =
38º
39.5º
Using the Landsat Ecosystem Disturbance Adaptive Processing System
(LEDAPS) preprocessing tool for L1T Landsat imagery, images were calibrated to
reflectance values as opposed to digital number scales of radiance that are unique to each
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image (Masek et. al., 2006). Atmospheric and illumination angle data can be used to
correct for irradiance differences over time and assign reflectance values to Landsat
pixels. All images were also cloud masked using this tool. The effect of land surface
anisotropy is noted by the creators, but in order to simplify TOA reflection calculations,
the land surface is assumed to be Lambertian (Vermote and Saleous, 2007).
4.2.3 Areas of interest isolation
Alluvial fan surfaces examined in this study were chosen based on the lack of
obvious secondary modification (such as desert pavement and varnish formation) and
their locations within Death Valley. They are all on the eastern edge of Death Valley
Basin and the most basin-ward lobes of individual fans. Using an ArcGIS 10.0
workstation, fan boundaries were digitized in order to remove surrounding, non-fan, and
post-depositionally, altered fan areas. These areas were identified and separated from the
areas of interest using Maximum Likelihood Classifications (MLC) and Principal
Component Analyses (PCA) of reflectance data. The areas of interest within each image
then provide smaller ranges of reflectance values that can be compared over time. This
allows for a detailed classification of reflectance values to be performed within ArcGIS
10.0 and ENVI software packages.
4.2.4 Reflectance/radiance value classification
Reflectance values were then classified in order to easily identify areas that may
have similar or extremely different surface roughness properties. The ISODATA
(Iterative Self-Organizing Data Analysis Technique) method of clustering was used,
followed by an unsupervised Maximum Likelihood Classification (MLC) for each
wavelength band. ISODATA is an iterative, statistical grouping method (Jensen, 2005).
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ISODATA requires user input for the number of desired clusters, the maximum number of
iterations allowed, and a convergence threshold at which the clustering can stop. The
first pass over the reflectance values determines where the means of each cluster are
positioned in multi-dimensional space. Iterations after that compare pixel values to the
mean values and adjust clusters in order to best encompass every data value. When the
maximum number of iterations is reached or the convergence threshold is crossed, in
which the majority of each cluster has remained the same after a single iteration, the
statistics, mean, variance, and covariance matrices, are calculated for each cluster. This
output is then used in a MLC algorithm.
In an unsupervised MLC, the distance of a pixel to a cluster mean is analyzed
similarly to the ISODATA clustering method, but the variance of that cluster is also taken
into cluster assignment consideration (Jensen, 2005). This is useful, since some clusters
that have very small variances will represent a more specific feature than a broad cluster.
When multiple images are used, the determination of a pixel’s class is based on multidimensional statistics parameters, so it is important to have exact georeferencing. This
classification method has been cited as optimal for most remote sensing purposes, and is
described in detail by Jensen (2005).
The main classification focus was on optimizing reflectance value class separation
for bands 5 and 7. Mid-infrared light is hypothesized to be the most telling wavelength
for most surface roughness features. Mid-infrared radiation is less affected by
complicating factors such as vegetation and composition than visible, near, or thermalinfrared (Gillespie et. al., 1984; Mushkin and Gillespie, 2005). All bands were classified
except the thermal and panchromatic, since these cannot be processed using the LEDAPS
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tool.
4.2.5 Further imagery analyses
The optimal number of reflectance classes that accurately separate surfaces with
different roughness properties can be estimated using remote sensing techniques – as well
as with comparisons to field roughness data, which is discussed later. Preliminary
separability tests are performed in ERDAS 2010. Calculating remote sensing class
separability is a way to compare how different input layers change the statistical
independence of classes and to determine the best number of classes that can be
determined with a given amount of data. Separability has a maximum value where
clusters of data are completely separate in every dimension. A “separability” matrix
compares the values of separability calculated for every class to every other class. An
example matrix for Landsat 7 band 1 is shown in Appendix II (Table 11). The average
separability for the entire classification is also calculated from these matrices. The layers
considered in creation of the classes can be changed and the separability between classes
will change accordingly. The best layer combination is the one in which there is the best
average separability for all the classes. These tests allowed for the optimization of the
number of images necessary to create the most separable classes. Also, since Landsat
bands are classified separately, the separability of each band may be different. This
would show that the ranges of radiance or reflectance values differ between bands, and
some wavelengths of light may be more discriminating of surface features.
Further Landsat analyses were done using a Normalized Difference (ND)
algorithm within ERDAS 2010. This analysis consists of comparing reflectance change
captured for the two images with the most extreme zenith angles – 06/01/2002 and
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12/10/2002. The ND equation used is shown here:
1

100

(4)

June is the input image with the smaller zenith angle (closer to directly overhead), and
December is the image with the largest zenith angle for a given year. A ND approach
allows testing the effects of aspect and radiation wavelength on surface roughness
mapping with reflectance data. It also provides a way to compare the classification
method – using many images – to a ratio of just 2 images.
4.3 Field data acquisition
In order to compare remotely assessed surface roughness to the actual ground
surface, grain size and topography were observed in the field, along with other
reflectance-affecting variables. Sixty four field sites were randomly chosen within a 1
mile buffer zone of accessible roads, and with a minimum of 3 sites from each band 5,
MLC class. Thirty meter transects, both north to south and east to west, were set up at
each site, in order to capture average roughness variation over a 30 by 30 m area—the
same as a Landsat 7, non-thermal band pixel.
Surface roughness due to topographic expression of an alluvial fan deposit would
include bar and swale topography, levees, and incision from surface runoff. The change
in relief along transects is hypothesized to correlate to total area shaded within a pixel. A
surveyor’s rod and auto-level were used to acquire relative elevations along transects.
The differences between elevations moving either south or west are considered changes
in relief—or roughness—and were summed. This summation of changes in relief over a
given transect was used to compare topographic scale roughness to other sites:
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Topography

∑ni

1

zn ‐zn‐1

(5)

Where n equals the number of surveyed points along each transect.
Grain size would also be expected to create a shadowing effect that is averaged
over the pixel area. Rougher surfaces would be boulder dominated, while the smoothest
surfaces may be dominated by sand or fines. Wolman’s (1954) classic pebble count
method was modified to assess grain size-scale roughness. Along the 30 m transects, a
surface clast’s long, intermediate, and short (vertical relief) axes, degree of varnish,
embeddedness, composition, and color were recorded every 3rd meter — resulting in 20
clasts for each site. Clast depth is hypothesized to be the main roughness element at the
grain size scale. For grains less than ~2 mm, sand was recorded (clast depth of 2 mm).
Also, where sand fell on the transect line, the distance sand covered the surface was
recorded. Classes were compared based on mean grain size, sorting, and the other
observed surface clast variables.
Other observations of field sites were made in order to investigate reflectanceaffecting factors in addition to surface roughness. Aspect of each field site was recorded
and the percent of the surface covered by vegetation and vegetation type were recorded.
General notes on evidence of secondary surface modification were collected. This
includes the imbrication of clasts and incision by surface runoff or fluvial deposition,
desert pavement formation, and proximity to roads and sand dunes.
4.4 Surface roughness from ALSM
Archived Airborne Laser Swath Mapping (ALSM) data were collected from
NCALM (National Center for Airborne Laser Mapping) for an area south of Furnace
Creek in Death Valley National Park (DD 36.458 ,-116.867). 10 field sites and 4 active
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areas of fans intersect with this area. The available digital elevation model (DEM) has a
1 by 1 m pixel size. Using ArcGIS 10.0, the slope and standard deviation of slope was
calculated using a 5 x 5 moving window, or spatial filter, similar to the method of Frankel
and Dolan (2007). The range and average of the standard deviations of slope values
within a 30 x 30 m area were then used as surface roughness parameters to compare to
surface reflectance classifications made with Landsat imagery.
4.5 Statistical analyses
Field surface roughness is compared to the Landsat MLC’s using statistical tests
in order to determine the validity of the BRDF approach with Landsat data for accurately
mapping surface roughness. In order to assess the dominant field variables responsible
for Landsat class separability, an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test was performed.
With this information, multiple and stepwise regression approaches were used to provide
regression coefficients that show trends of each independent variable with Landsat
reflectance classes (see Davis, 2002). In addition to the analysis of field variables, slope
data collected from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) were assessed as a
possible class determining variable. ALSM surface roughness measures were also
compared in this manner. Testing the relationships between different Landsat bands and
the independent variables that could be responsible for reflectance properties will provide
insight into whether different radiation wavelengths are affected by surface roughness in
unique ways.
An issue with parametric statistical tests for the comparison of these variables is
that all the data ranges may not be normal. For example, poor sorting on alluvial fan
surfaces would result in extreme outliers in grain size. Using the field variables that are
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expected to represent surface roughness (surface clast mean size and depth, and
topography), clusters of field data can be created. These groups can then be compared to
reflectance classifications. A ranking transformation of field data may also be useful.
Normality of data is assessed and correlations of transformed data can be compared to the
raw data trends.
Qualitative comparisons using visible light (RGB) images and field data that
represent unique surface types will help to understand the Landsat reflectance value
classifications independently of statistical issues due to normality of data and population
size. Fieldwork time allocation allowed for the assessment of 64 field sites from 9, MLC
classes. Since the area covered by some classes is very small compared to others, less
field data were collected for those classes. The minimum number of field sites for each
class is 3, which may not always provide a statistically significant data population.
It is possible that the experimental error may be high in this preliminary study.
The recorded and measured variables are hypothesized to be the most likely features that
would affect radiation reflection from the alluvial fan surfaces of interest. If no variable
is shown to significantly correlate with reflectance class, there may be extenuating
complications that were not foreseen or could not be assessed with this method. It is also
possible the collected data could be assessed in a different way to provide better
correlations or more information on the relationships between variables.
5. Results
5.1 Class interpretations
The location of Maximum Likelihood Classes for all non-thermal, nonpanchromatic Landsat 7 bands is shown to be nonrandom by comparing it to RGB
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composite images and field data for representative field locations. General observations
for each class based on its location on alluvial fan surfaces can be made. Based on a 10class MLC made using band 5 (mid-infrared light), the following observations and
interpretations were made for the classes (map of the entire study area can be found in
Appendix III).
5.1.1 MLC interpretations based on qualitative comparisons
The first class (class 1), shown in the figures as a light blue color, represents
heavily shadowed areas. These are not often found on active fan surfaces, with the
exception of steep fans with a high abundance of boulders such as Badwater Fan (Figure
8). Class 1 is also found on bedrock outcrops and on some of the oldest fan surfaces on
the east side of Death Valley. These surfaces are the darkest in color due to desert
varnish, and have large topographic reliefs—extensive shadowing—due to gullying.
Class 1 is absent on many active fan surfaces, while classes 2 and 3 are more
abundant. These surfaces are typically more basinward and have lighter surface colors
(from RGB composite), possibly from less shadowing. Classes 4 and 5 appear to have
channel forms. This suggests the channel forming material is slightly smoother than
surrounding material. Classes 6 and 7 are dominant on apparently shallower, smoother
fan surfaces (Figure 9). Based on location, these classes are also the most basinward fan
deposits before reaching dominantly sand (class 8) and salt influenced surfaces (the
highest classes, 9 and 10). Salt pan and sand-dominated surfaces are the most reflective
and their locations are highlighted by class boundary locations.
These class descriptions are relative, in that some fans have class assemblages
very different from other fans. For instance, the fans south of Furnace Creek have class 8
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in the location of an active channel surrounded by classes 7 and 6. On other fans, where
classes 4 and 5 seem to be channel features, higher classes are more basinward or nonexistent. This could show general roughness differences of entire fans related to
depositional process, lithologic differences, or slight age differences between fans.
Overall, every MLC from visible to mid-infrared light appear to correlate with the above
observations of surfaces as seen from RGB composite images.
5.1.2 Separability of classes
Separability calculations showed that the number of images that provided the best
MLC class separation differed between bands and that end-member classes are more
easily isolated. The slight differences in band separabilities are due to differences in
individual reflectance value ranges. The better average separations occurred when more
images were used (7 to 11 images) (Table 3). This analysis also showed that the highest
and lowest classes tended to be more easily identifiable and separable than the classes of
mid-range reflectance data. This is expected based on the MLC algorithm. It is also
apparent from qualitative comparisons that increasing the number of classes in the MLC
algorithm gives more detail, but is more difficult to interpret, whereas decreasing the
amount of classes generalizes features. It is expected that field data comparisons will
show a large change in surface roughness variable values for end-member classes, but
class boundaries for intermediate classes will be less distinct.
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Table 3: Results of comparing different numbers of input layers for each band.
Band Number
1
2
3
4
5
7

Best Number of
Layers
10
8
8
7
7
9

Image Numbers
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 12
1 2 3 4 6 7 10 11
1 2 3 4 6 7 10 11
1 3 4 6 7 9 11
1 2 4 6 8 9 12
1 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 12

Best Average
Separability
1960.09
1975.86
1980.43
1985.54
1986.72
1973.22

Figure 8: Field sites on Badwater Fan shown on a Landsat 7 band 5 classification. Apex
located at W 116.772/36.225 N.
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Figure 9: Field sites on a small fan south of Furnace Creek Fan shown on a Landsat 7
band 5 classification. Apex located at W 116.845/36.397 N.

5.2 Field data comparison
In order to understand the reflectance properties of alluvial fans in Death Valley,
field work was conducted in November, 2011. These data are held in Table 10 in
Appendix II. Field site roughness measures include mean and standard deviation of
surface clast depths (top of a grain to the ground surface), and the sum of topographic
relief changes (as measured with an auto-level and surveyor’s rod) for each field site.
These variables are hypothesized to affect shadowing and therefore cause reflectance
changes as observed by Landsat imagery. Other variables measured in the field –
vegetation and composition – may affect reflectance in ways that complicate
interpretation of roughness from change in reflectance alone.
5.2.1 Surface roughness variables
Using the three variables expected to describe surface roughness (clast depth
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mean, clast depth standard deviation, and sum of topographic elevation changes) clusters
of field sites were created using a K-means classification algorithm within Microsoft
Excel (McQueen, 1967). These clusters show the extremes of texture differences as well
as the optimal number of classes that can differentiate sites based on these roughness
variables. With 64 sites, only three clusters can significantly separate sites based on all
three variables (Table 4). If only standard deviation of surface clast depth is used for
clustering, up to 8 clusters can significantly separate the field sites, suggesting the range
in grain sizes present is the most unique roughness variable for the field sites visited.

Table 4: K-means clustering of field variables mean clast depth, standard deviation of
clast depth, and sum of relief changes. Dashed lines show significantly independent
clusters based on standard deviation of all 3 variables. 8 clusters can be identified if
standard deviation of clast depth is solely used.
Kmeans
cluster
2
7
6
3
8
5
4
1

AVG
SD mean
mean
depth
depth
(mm)
(mm)
53.80
9.26
33.33
3.54
20.10
5.23
21.60
4.99
16.87
1.47
11.78
1.46
7.76
1.88
5.08
1.20

AVG sd
depth
(mm)
72.95
45.84
36.24
25.44
20.32
15.09
8.06
3.84

SD sd
depth
(mm)
9.17
8.15
3.11
1.59
2.26
2.32
0.84
0.97

AVG sum of
relief
changes (m)
6.23
8.39
4.20
5.25
5.66
4.92
3.50
3.25

SD sum of
relief
changes (m)
1.24
4.02
1.38
0.82
1.88
1.02
1.18
1.73

Looking at the statistics of the field roughness variables for each Landsat MLC
shows the expected trend from the qualitative class interpretations of the roughest being
class 1 and classes become smoother towards the highest class (Table 5). The smoothest
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field sites have the smallest mean clast depths, least standard deviation of clast depth
measurements, and lowest topographic relief changes. The roughest field sites are
characterized by large mean clast depths, large standard deviation in clast depth
measurements, and large topographic relief changes. Between these end-members, there
is a range of sites where grain size and topography roughness cannot be used to create
intermediate roughness clusters that can be significantly separated from each other.
Slope was measured from a 10 m SRTM digital elevation model for the Death
Valley area. The range in slope was from ~1º to 10º for all the field sites. Comparing
slope to field site grain size and sum of topographic relief showed a strong trend with the
steepest slopes correlating to the roughest sites.

Table 5: Field surface roughness variable statistics for Landsat band 5 MLC.
Class
Total
Sorting Topography Slope
Grain Size Mean (mm) Grain Size SD (mm)
(Band 5) Sand (m)
(mm)
(m)
(°)
Length Width Depth Length Width Depth
Mean SD
0.00
98.91 62.63 45.61 34.45 22.37 12.88 48.10 10.00 4.57 6.63
1
1.68
52.60 34.43 22.16 42.09 29.81 23.34 24.33
5.57 1.92 2.82
2
0.47
53.02 33.60 22.13 24.21 17.68 13.33 30.41
5.12 1.38 2.84
3
1.24
50.54 30.49 22.33 19.35 8.97 11.33 25.90
5.51 1.31 2.66
4
2.70
35.25 21.89 13.45 13.99 8.51
7.56
17.96
4.32 1.64 2.82
5
3.63
54.94 36.03 21.22 45.21 29.65 18.10 35.15
4.68 1.17 2.99
6
8.86
28.94 18.53 12.36 15.31 9.17
6.51
15.11
4.00 1.74 2.04
7
6.23
28.59 18.21 9.33
10.29 7.11
4.28
12.00
3.94 0.93 2.70
8
14.70
13.52
9.42
4.93
4.29
2.77
1.99
8.45
3.68 2.97 1.17
9

The goal of measuring surface roughness in the field is to be able to test the
usefulness of the Landsat classification method for surface roughness. In order to test
this, an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of all the field variables observed – including
non-roughness parameters – was conducted. The total amount of sand covering the land
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surface along the field site transect lines appears to be the variable most likely to
determine Landsat reflectance class number (Figure 10). This observation is expected
since sand is highly reflective at all solar angles and is easily discriminated visually from
other surface features. Areas which would be expected to have sand-dominated surfaces,
based on the correlation of field data to Landsat classes, are often 1) close to the center of
the basin, 2) the most down-fan, 3) have the lowest overall slopes, and 4) have the
smallest changes in relief within 30 x 30 m areas. The source of the sand may be from
primary deposition, secondary winnowing and deposition farther down-fan, or direct
eolian deposition. These possibilities will be discussed considering other field
observations in a later section.
A stepwise regression approach identified total sand as explaining the greatest
amount of variance. In step two of the stepwise regression the removal of total sand as a
variable shows that clast depth accounts for the 2nd largest amount of variance (Table 6
and Figure 11). Mean clast depth is highly correlated with mean clast length and width.
The standard deviation of grain size variables is also highly correlated with mean clast
depth. Therefore, the combination of these variables lends credence to an interpretation
that grain size best predicts Landsat class. The negative regression coefficients of grain
size variables show an overall trend of larger class numbers (from the scheme used in
figures and tables) as being associated with surfaces with smaller grain sizes. This result
was consistent regardless of the Landsat 7 band used.
Topography also correlates with Landsat class, but not quite as significantly as
total sand and grain size. All bands analyzed showed the same trend, where the largest
topographic reliefs are more likely to be associated with the lower class numbers (Figure
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12). Band 2 showed a slightly higher degree of significance in separating topographic
relief differences between MLC’s. There is a non-linear decrease in topographic relief
with increasing class number. Since field data comparisons and K-means clustering
show that intermediate classes cannot be significantly separated based on topographic
relief change alone, this remote sensing method is not sensitive enough to the range of
topographic relief differences to map surfaces based solely on topography. The
exceptions to this are the morphological extremes – debris-flow levees or sand-dominated
surfaces.
A Kendall Tau Rank correlation was also used to compare variables to the
Landsat classes. Increased correlations were seen for ranked roughness variables with
class compared to raw data trends. Future analyses may be able to account for the nonlinear trends seen with some variables or calibrate differences in ranges between
variables. Also, the overall agreement between raw roughness trends and qualitative
observations made with RGB images adequately supports the hypothesis that surface
roughness can be mapped with this method.

Table 6: Stepwise regression results showing the 3 variables that contributed the most
variance to determination of Landsat MLC for band 5.
Variable

Partial Regression
Coefficient

Step 0

Total Sand

0.502

Step 1

Clast Depth (mean)

-0.406

Step 2

Topography

-0.252

R2 = 0.415
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Figure 10: Bar graph showing the mean total sand coverage for each MLC. Error bars
show a 95% confidence interval.

Figure 11: Bar graph showing the mean surface clast depth (mm) for each MLC. Error
bars show a 95% confidence interval.

Figure 12: Bar graph showing the mean topographic relief change (m) for each MLC.
Error bars show a 95% confidence interval.
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5.2.2 Non-roughness variables
Surface clast compositions and desert varnish coatings follow the same trend as
grain size. This is expected for desert varnish coatings, since they would only be found
on greater than sand-sized grains. Smaller grains may not be stable enough to form a
coating, whereas large clasts are more difficult to move. Also, whether the color of a
clast is due to a coating or composition is easier to determine on larger grains. The
relationship between grain size and composition reflects rates and styles of physical and
chemical weathering with different bedrock mineral assemblages. Weathering and
removal of certain compositions on the west side of Death Valley was noted in Gillespie
et. al. (1984) as an indicator of age differences between surfaces. Since this study is
focusing on surface roughness of the least altered alluvial fan surfaces by surface
weathering processes, observations at most sites suggested the grain sizes were the result
of weathering before current deposition location. This is also the interpretation of the
clasts found with desert varnish coatings. Few clasts were found with true desert varnish
coatings, and these were rarely found solely on the exposed surface of the clast. Whether
many of the clasts at down-fan locations were exposed and weathered for a long period of
time at a previous fan deposit location or within the drainage basin is speculative.
Vegetation cover was minimal as expected for the arid, hot climate of central
Death Valley. At most, estimates of coverage reached 15% (Figure 13). Vegetation type
varied between creosotes, grasses, and shrubs, such as desert holly and sage. Vegetation
cover was highly correlated with total sand cover, making it highly correlated to
reflectance class. Vegetation may be another roughness element, although it is minimal
and seasonal depending on the type. Based on other observations and inferences,
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vegetation is most likely the result of land cover, rather than the surface feature most
responsible for reflectance class. When taking into account vegetation height for total
relief change (both with and without vegetation were recorded), removing vegetation
heights produced a stronger correlation. Also, the soil water contents nearer the center of
the basin and in sandier – rather than boulder and cobble rich – parent materials are more
likely to support vegetation than rougher parts of the fans. Therefore, vegetation is most
likely not an independent variable in the determination of reflectance class.

Figure 13: Field site with the maximum vegetation cover seen. The types of vegetation
here are desert holly and creosote.
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5.3 ALSM data comparison
ALSM elevation data makes high spatial resolution surface roughness
measurements possible. Many studies have used airborne LiDAR datasets for mapping a
variety of geomorphic features including small alluvial fans and mass movement deposits
(eg. Glenn et. al., 2006; Cavalli and Marchi, 2008). Using archived ALSM data for a
small area of Death Valley Basin (Figure 14), standard deviation of slope (i.e. roughness)
data were resampled based on the range and means of roughness for 30 by 30 m areas in
order to directly compare them to the Landsat reflectance classes and field data.
Within both the field data and Landsat reflectance classes, overall agreement is
shown with the resampled ALSM roughness measurements. For the nine field sites the
ALSM covered, only a slight agreement existed between class number and range in slope
(Table 7). Seven of the nine sites followed this trend, while the other two (sites 21 and
53) had roughness ranges that disagreed with the general trend. Ranges and means in
ALSM-derived roughness were compared to the reflectance class data for every pixel in
which the two datasets overlapped. Having this larger dataset showed some
improvement in the trend of less range in roughness correlating to “smoother” classes and
greater ranges in roughness aligning with “rougher” classes (Table 8). The average
surface roughness range of class 9, shown in Table 8, is much larger than what is
expected from the trend with the other classes. Based on the locations of class 9’s on the
visible imagery, the roughness determined by ALSM can be attributed to vegetation for
this class—specifically, some groups of trees possibly around springs near the toe of
Furnace Creek Fan. This vegetation creates a large change in relief at the 1 m elevation
data pixel size, but is not resolved by the 30 m Landsat reflectance classification.
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Table 7: Comparison of surface roughness values from ALSM elevation data to the
Landsat 7 imagery classification for overlapping field sites.
Field
Site
13
15
21
32
33
44
53
58
62

Range in
Roughness
(°)
11.7
15.7
4.8
8.0
6.8
5.2
10.8
5.8
5.1

Mean in
Roughness
(°)
3 ± 1.6
4.8 ± 3
2.33 ± 1.22
3.4 ± 1.4
3.7 ± 1.4
3.2 ± 0.9
3.9 ±1.8
3.1 ± 1.1
1.7 ± 0.8

Sum of
Changes in
Relief (m)
2.91
5.71
4.17
2.21
2.73
3.01
4.85
3.49
1.7

Mean in Clast Landsat Band
Depth (mm)
5 (Class)
19.2
13.6
17.5
4.8
13.95
6.1
12.5
14.95
6.65

3
3
4
5
5
6
7
8
9

Table 8: Comparison of Landsat 7 imagery classification to mean and range surface
roughness values calculated using ALSM elevation data.
Class
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Mean Roughness
(°)
11.91
10.00
4.18
5.03
3.72
2.61
3.12
4.15
4.93
1.57

Roughness Range
(°)
40.47
31.44
15.71
18.48
19.03
13.44
14.86
20.13
31.69
11.63
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Figure 14: Comparison of surface roughness value classification made using ALSM
elevation data to Landsat 7 band 5 MLC for a small fan south of Furnace Creek Fan.
Apex located at W 116.845/36.397 N.

5.4 Normalized Difference analysis results
In order to further understand how solar illumination angles affect observed

radiance from surfaces in Death Valley, a Normalized Difference (ND) product was
made using two Landsat images for 2002 with the maximum difference in solar zenith
angles (from June and December). The ND values show areas where, for each
wavelength, there are changes in radiation observed due solely to solar illumination
angle. If no change in reflectance occurs, the ND value would be equivalent to a
reflectance ratio of 1. Based on the BRDF, this would mean a surface is perfectly
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Lambertian. Deviation from this indicates areas where radiance or reflectance changes
seasonally. This product provides a continuous range of values that could show surface
roughness changes. ND values have been adjusted so that values over 100 represent
areas where the image with a higher sun angle is more influential in its reflectance and
below 100, the opposite is true.
In general, the statistics of ND values show that the MLC trend of rough to
smooth classes is correlated to solar zenith angle changes (Table 9). Mean ND values
best show that the higher sun angle image (June) is more influential on the reflectance
values of rougher sites. Changing the solar zenith angle does not have as great of an
influence on smoother surfaces.

Table 9: Normalized Difference (ND) value statistics for each Landsat band 5 MLC.
MLC
(band
5)

Min

Mac

Range

Mean

SD

Majority

Minority

Median

1

99

179

80

115.21

8.03

107

147

115

2

98

161

63

114.04

5.52

114

98

114

3

97

167

70

113.12

3.94

112

98

113

4

95

157

62

112.10

4.36

112

95

112

5

98

152

54

111.14

4.35

111

139

111

6

98

140

42

109.98

4.18

112

98

110

7

94

134

40

109.79

4.61

110

94

110

8

93

152

59

107.37

6.66

103

93

105

9

91

143

52

106.61

6.43

105

91

105

10

97

155

58

107.35

5.50

104

97

106

More work needs to be done on interpreting the ND analysis of seasonal radiation
changes, but so far some useful observations can be made. Values showing more
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radiance from pixels during the winter, low, sun angle are found on the southern slopes of
mountains. This is a direct result of sun-surface-satellite geometry. Higher sun angles
illuminate a larger area, including more northern facing surfaces, than lower sun angles.
The steep slopes of mountainous areas allow for large areas of persistent shadowing in
winter months when the sun is shining from a large zenith angle. This is amplified by the
time of day the images are collected – ~10 AM.
When the alluvial fan surfaces of interest are analyzed, the aspect effect seen on
steep slopes in the mountains nearby is not observed. Illumination angle change does not
have as extreme of an effect of radiance on the gently sloping (1-10º from SRTM
analysis) alluvial fan surfaces within the basin. Areas with ND values corresponding to
greater reflectance during the summer image than the winter image are not related to
aspect, but do relate to MLC class locations.
6. Points of Discussion
6.1 Surface roughness observations
The primary goal of this study is to develop a remote sensing technique for
surface roughness mapping. While doing this, some interesting and potentially useful
observations of surface roughness features of active alluvial fan surfaces were made.
These include field observations and spatial patterns seen on Landsat imagery
classifications.
6.1.1 Topography
One observation made in the field was on the location of what appeared to be
debris-flow levees in comparison to bar and swale topography. Levees are relatively high
ridges that radiate from the fan apex, usually starting close to the apex, and are
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continuous for some distance down-fan (Figure 15). Bar and swale topography refers to
the undulatory pattern of coarser material forming bars separated by finer material that
deposits as lags between bars. Bar and swale topography of varying relief was found at
most field sites. Debris-flow levees were only possibly found on Badwater Fan field
sites. On Badwater Fan, matching levees to a single lobe was not possible, because of
stacked deposits. Also, bars related to bar and swale topography were observed. In fact,
there appeared to be a transitional section where debris-flow levees had the same relief as
bars and distinction between the two was difficult. This may be common to many debrisflow-dominated fans. Surface runoff and late-stage dilute flows could create bar and
swale topography that overprints levee deposits.
6.1.2 Compound signal of topography and grain size
The overall trends in surface roughness provide expected results for depositional
process—the rougher the surface, the greater the relief changes, and poorer the sorting
(Table 5). But, differentiating the scales of roughness with this BRDF technique may be
difficult. Over a 30 by 30 m area, large scale roughness can include bar and swale
topography, debris-flow levees, and incision by channels, while small scale roughness
would include grain size and sorting. The scale of roughness contributing the most
variance to the classification procedure was statistically shown to be grain size. If little to
no secondary surface modification has taken place, it is expected that the two scales will
mimic each other. Where better sorting takes place in more fluvial regimes, high relief
boulder bars are less likely to form. Coarse debris flows can carry larger material which
– when deposited – create high relief levees and bars (Figure 16).
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Figure 15: Field site on Badwater Fan showing possible debris-flow levees.

Figure 16: Rough and smooth surface examples. The rough surface has large
topographic relief and a large grain size mean and range. The smooth surface has little
topographic relief and is sand dominated (small mean and range in grain size).

When overland flow modifies a surface, more complicated scenarios could occur.
Within a 30 m pixel area, incised, active channels can have complicated textural
expressions. Considering the rarity of large flow events in Death Valley, the most recent
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activity on a fan’s surface is most often in active channels near fan apices. In active
channels, thick sand /gravel deposits, bars of coarser material, and vegetation were often
found (Figure 17). At the apex, incision of active channels can create large scale relief
along channel walls. Depending on the direction of incoming light, this would create
large shadows. Even if the finest material present on the fan was only found in the active
channel, the shadowing of the walls could mask the reflectance of the fines. A finer
spatial resolution than 30 x 30 m could help to see the edges of a channel and then the
internal features, but in our study, seeing the small scale features within active channels
with widths less than 30 m is nearly impossible.

Figure 17: Active channel at the apex of Badwater Fan. Bars of coarse material and
channels with some fines at the surface are bordered by large relief channel walls.

6.1.3 Grain size
The dominant reflectance-affecting variable is the amount of sand and fines found
on a given surface. This is not surprising from a remote sensing point of view, but the
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locations where the most sand can be found are interesting from an alluvial-fanmorphologic perspective. Debris flow and fluvial activity often involve the formation of
lag or slackwater deposits, where fine material is deposited due to damming of water or
simply loss of stream power because of infiltration on a fan surface (Knighton, 1998).
Fan deposits typically become finer down-fan, so finding the most reflective surfaces
near the toes of fans is not surprising. We expect to find large amounts of sand near the
farthest extent of fans like Furnace Creek Fan which is described as an outwash fan, or
has had recent surface runoff and reworking of surface material (Bull, 1977; personal
observations).
The greatest quantity of sand/fines found at field sites were north of Furnace
Creek. These were also the closest to the Mesquite Sand Dunes north of Stovepipe Wells
(Figure 2). If this spatial coincidence was not observed, one might assume outwash and
lag deposits were the source of these fines (based on similar classifications on known lag
deposits in other locations). A picture of one of these sites shows that obvious eolian
deposition has occurred – larger clasts are buried beneath sand which blankets bars and
swales evenly (Figure 18). The obvious stability of the material beneath some surface
sand at the toe of a fan and even coverage indicates that the more recent sand deposition
was most likely eolian. Slightly south of the picture in Figure 18, sand deposits at the
toes of fans are thick enough to where underlying material is not seen and coppice dunes
are the most prominent relief features (Figure 19). These surfaces are most likely
influenced by both eolian and fine material that is washed out of the source basin of the
fan. The presence of large amounts of total sand at these locations, but not at fan-toes in
other locations, is most likely the result of proximity to a source of fine material – sand
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dunes – rather than showing a difference in overall alluvial fan deposition.

Figure 18: Field site near Mesquite Sand Dunes. Sand is found blanketing the entire
surface, rather than being thickest and dominant in channels.

Figure 19: Coppice dunes do create some topographic relief change on an otherwise sand
dominated surface.

6.1.4 Spatial surface roughness patterns
The presence and lack of sand on different fans may not always be useful to
indicate primary depositional processes on fans. However, patterns of surface roughness
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classes may help to show depositional differences between fans. For instance, some fans
have distinct class changes between a channel form and the surrounding deposits. An
excellent example of this is the fan in Figure 20 north of Furnace Creek. Here the
primary difference between the field site within class 5 versus the field site within class 4
is the presence of sand at the surface. The active channel (which can be identified by the
outline of class 5—yellow in Figure 20) appears to have fines on its surface that cover
deposits with a similar grain size and relief to the field site in class 4 nearby, outside of
the channel form. Seeing that the shape of class 5 is where a channel would be expected
– following a linear trend from the mountains to the northeast to the center of the basin to
the southwest – is evidence that the sand was not wind deposited as is the case at other
nearby field sites.

Figure 20: Field sites within and next to an active wash shown on a Landsat RGB
(Red/Green/Blue) composite and band 5 MLC.

Another way the shape of classes helps to understand depositional processes is by
evaluating the spatial extent of a class. Fluvially-dominated fans such as Furnace Creek
Fan, are characterized by a speckled class distribution – showing that reflectance
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properties are not spatially similar (Figure 21). Field data support the visual imagery
interpretations of the fans that are most likely dominated by debris-flow processes or by
other, non-fluvial processes (Figure 22). These surfaces have clear distinctions between
classes. The reworking and low gradients of fluvial fans encourage active deposition to
migrate across the fan at different intersection points more regularly than on steep,
debris-flow-dominated fans. Also, we noted that recent deposition on Furnace Creek Fan
occurred within the past few decades, while recent deposition on other fans could have
been more than 100 years based on surface conditions.

Figure 21: Part of Furnace Creek Fan, RGB and band 5 MLC showing a speckled
distribution.

Figure 22: Badwater Fan, RGB and band 5 MLC showing a spatially-continuous
distribution of classes.
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The boundaries between spatially continuous classes could be used to find the
edges between fans originating from different source basins (Figure 23). At the location
shown in Figure 23, the field site in the smoother class (to the west) had a slightly better
sorting and more fines at the surface than the site to the east in a rougher class. Since the
classes dominate the fans they are covering, the surface conditions would be expected to
be similar for the areas of same class. The difference in surface conditions can be
attributed to the differences in deposition on one fan versus the other. Both appear to be
debris-flow-dominated with surface reworking. The fan deposit to the west may have
had a smaller original range in clast sizes than the one to the east.

Figure 23: Fans with slightly different reflectance properties between neighboring fans
that may show differences in roughness features that result from depositional processes
that formed the surfaces.

6.2 Applications of surface roughness mapping
6.2.1 Av horizons
While measuring surface roughness in the field, observations of soil formation
were made on some late Holocene alluvial fan surfaces. It has been observed that
inflationary, vesicular, Av horizons form on many arid/semi-arid surfaces by the
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accumulation of eolian material (McFadden et. al., 1998). One question that could
potentially be answered with surface roughness mapping, both remotely and in the field,
is whether rougher surfaces promote vesicular Av horizon development more so than
smoother surfaces. Considering observations on the great effect surface roughness has on
eolian deposition (Marticorena et. al., 1997), rougher surfaces – possibly gravel/cobble
dominated – could be more effective traps for fine material that collects at the surface and
eventually moves downward to form the fine grained, topmost, soil horizons.
Attempting to isolate roughness will require very exact age determinations of
surfaces. Cross-cutting relationships of channel deposits provided evidence that some
surfaces were slightly older than others, but all the Av horizons we observed were very
weakly formed. The slightly older surfaces had the best examples of vesicles—air
bubbles for which the Av horizon gets its name—and also the thickest horizons. Time as
an independent variable is most responsible for the development of Av horizons in this
setting. Isolating time of surface exposure can certainly be done on deposit surfaces that
have formed recently and been documented, such as debris-flow deposits on Dolomite
Fan in Owens Valley (Blair and McPherson, 1998). Although, the most recent surfaces
there have not been exposed long enough to have significant eolian dust trapping occur.
6.2.2 Meridional cracks
Another application of surface roughness mapping is in understanding the sun’s
role in initiating physical weathering of surface clasts. McFadden et. al. (2005) and
Eppes et. al. (2010) have observed a directional trend in cracks on desert surface clasts
worldwide. They term these generally northeast/southwest-trending cracks meridional
cracks. It is believed that the daily progression of the sun could produce planes of tensile
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stress with this orientation. Surface roughness controls the amount of solar insolation a
surface receives in that it determines the amount of shadowing on the surface. Similarly
to the development of Av horizons, time would be an important variable to understand
and control to be able to test whether meridional cracks relate to average shadowing.
With the surface clast crack data from only 3 field sites of differing roughness but
undetermined age differences – besides being late Holocene in age – general trends of
higher scatter and less meridional-oriented cracks with rougher surfaces were seen
(Figure 24). This could be because at the roughest location there was a large amount of
inherited cracks or a difference in age between this surface and the other two surfaces.
Another possibility could be that increased shadowing on rougher surfaces protects clasts
from large changes in solar heating, stunting the formation of meridional cracks, and
allowing random crack orientations from other processes to dominate. This is something
that could be assessed further with more data comparing surface roughness, age, and
composition of clasts at many sites.

5

Site 1

5

Site 2

Figure 24: A slightly rougher field site’s surface crack orientation data (Site 1: N= 28,
mean= 317.6°) and the crack orientation data from a smoother site (Site 2: N= 18, mean=
29.0°).
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6.3 Basin-scale surface roughness features
Death Valley makes an interesting backdrop for discussing surface roughness of
large-scale features in addition to small-scale features, such as grain size and topography
of alluvial fan deposits. Considering the enormous change in relief from the basin’s
lowest point to the tops of the surrounding mountain ranges, reflectance-affecting factors
would be difficult to constrain, but general reflectance differences throughout the area
provide an easy-to-interpret map of basin features (Figure 25). For instance, although
sands and salt playas are both very reflective, they are easily differentiated when a basic
MLC is performed using seasonal Landsat images. Likewise, alluvial fans can be
separated from mountain fronts, and from the sand and salt-dominated surfaces. The
multi-faceted mountain slopes have a very different class pattern than the smooth,
reflective salt playa surfaces in the center of the basin. Since desert varnish is an
important, reflectance-altering feature (Gillespie et. al., 1984; Crouvi et. al., 2006),
alluvial fan surfaces of different ages are easily estimated with this technique. The
determination of the most recent alluvial fan surfaces started from this point. Outlines of
recent deposits can be seen easily when classification boundaries are used as guides.
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Figure 25: Landsat 7 classification of the entire basin. Larger areas that are classified
have less detail between reflectance value classes than smaller areas. Therefore, the areas
concentrated on to look at depositional process were clipped and reclassified from the
above image.
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6.4 Using Landsat imagery
This is a first attempt to use Landsat imagery for a purely surface roughness
measure. In addition to it being a free source, Landsat also acquires images every 16
days. Having as many usable (cloud-free and calibrated) images as possible allows the
classification to be more precise, since the classification depends on statistics of pixel
values. With more reflectance values per pixel, the small differences in seasonal
reflectance begin to appear and may allow the formulation of a new class.
6.4.1 Radiation wavelength and surface roughness scale
We hypothesized that different radiation wavelength bands would capture
different features related to roughness, however this was not the case. For instance,
smaller wavelengths might be more greatly affected by grain size differences, allowing
large scale roughness to have a greater effect on the reflectance of infrared light. The
small relative range in reflected radiation (0.45 – 2.35 µm) does not allow these
differences to be distinguished with this method. Classifications for each band
(excluding thermal bands) were not identical, but the differences were small. This was
shown by comparing the field data to the classification schemes for each band. This is a
useful result, since many imagery sources do not have as many wavelength bands as
Landsat sensors. Showing that the classifications are similar for wavelengths ranging
between blue light to mid-infrared may simplify future remote sensing, surface-roughness
mapping using limited, spectral imagery.
One interesting result of these comparisons is a minor increase in MLC class
separation based on large scale roughness using band 2 (0.55-0.65 µm – green light).
This would be expected for densely vegetated surfaces, because of the preferential
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reflectance of green light from leaves. The reason for this in the vegetation-sparse Death
Valley Basin can only be suggested for now. It is possible that although roughness due to
vegetation elevation was shown to not correlate as strongly with class as topographic
roughness without vegetation, some roughness features could have been created by
vegetation – such as coppice dunes. If this was the case, we would expect to see a similar
trend in class separation using band 4 (near-infrared), since it would best indicate a
vegetation response. I found that band 4 generally had a poorer topographic correlation
than band 2, so vegetation may not be influencing the band 2 classification. Again, there
is only a slight increase in agreement between band 2 classes and field-topographicroughness measurements than with other bands.
6.4.2 Possible complications associated with reflectance data
Li et. al. (1998) looked at multiple scattering (MS) effects on Landsat imagery,
which has the potential to greatly affect reflectance data. As opposed to single scattering
(SS), which is assumed to be dominant in this study, MS could cause reflectance changes
with solar angle that do not follow expected trends. Li et. al. (1998) found that rough
surfaces have larger MS effects than smooth surfaces (>5% of reflectance related to MS),
and that higher sun angles can create more of a scattering effect on rough surfaces. This
could be a potential source of complication in associating surface roughness
classifications from Landsat with reflectance values. Luckily for this study, the effect of
MS on alluvial fan surfaces is most likely very small, since the rough surfaces mentioned
in the above study were mountainous, and alluvial fans would be comparatively smooth.
Attempts to create the most separable classes based on the number of classes used
helped to identify major issues for imagery analysis. With a MLC algorithm, the number
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of images was varied and separability of resulting classes was observed (Table 3). It was
noticed that the more images used, in general, the better the class separation. However,
when certain images were added to the analysis even with very few total images, the
separability between classes greatly increased. Looking at the individual images in more
detail highlighted the issue of individual images having starkly different ranges of
radiation values. This was largely due to atmospheric effects and some cloud cover
(possibly snow on mountaintops has the same effect). Having large outliers on some
images and not on others promotes the formation of distinctive, new classes around just
these values, and provides no surface information. Following this analysis the calibration
and correction tools from LEDAPS were used to correct these classification-altering
issues.
6.5 Application to imagery with different spatial scales
6.5.1 Scaling issues
The 30 by 30 m pixel size may seem too large to capture small-scale roughness
changes, but considering the goal of mapping regional surface roughness on sometimes
quite large alluvial fans, this could be the optimal pixel size. An issue that comes into
light for a smaller pixel size — typically less than 5 meters—is that the amount of detail
in the classification makes interpretation difficult. For example, the analysis used here on
a high spatial resolution imagery source would classify flatter tops of levees in a class
separately from the steep sides of the levee. Even more complicated, both sides would
probably have separate classes due to differences in solar insolation angles. However, a
more complicated classification algorithm could be developed to deal with this level of
detail. The issues surrounding use of higher spatial resolution imagery can be illustrated
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with CTX and HiRISE imagery from the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter.
6.5.2 Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter imagery
The CTX satellite imagery available for the Martian surface is similar to Landsat
in that it captures multiple radiation wavelengths, has multiple passes over the same
areas, and is well georeferenced. Analyzing CTX imagery, which has a 5 x 5 m spatial
resolution, with the same technique as was used for Death Valley showed differences in
surface textures including the outlines of craters and surfaces where windblown material
had accumulated (sand and fines).
HiRISE imagery of the Martian surface was also used for a surface roughness
analysis by collecting images from extremes in solar illumination angles for a couple of
suspected alluvial fan locations. The spatial resolution of HiRISE is typically less than
0.5 x 0.5 m. By comparing the MLC of HiRISE images and CTX images for the surface
of a fan in Harris Crater to panchromatic images, inverted topography in the form of
ridges was difficult to interpret due to having 3 different classes showing the most
heavily shadowed side of the ridge, the top, and the opposite side of the ridge (Figure 26).
This is because the sub-pixel averages of shadows over small enough areas can show
changes in aspect of parts of a single landform such as inverted ridge.
6.5.3 Georeferencing issues
Another issue related to spatial resolution is georeferencing. This was a minimal
issue with CTX imagery, but with HiRISE imagery, which is available for multiple
Martian seasons on fans in Mojave Crater, is difficult to georeference perfectly because
of small differences in satellite viewing angles and a small spatial resolution. When
HiRISE images from different Martian seasons are classified together, linear classes that
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are artifacts of imperfect pixel alignment could be confused for a small-scale surface
roughness feature. Scientists use HiRISE for digital topography models (DTMs) which
are created by taking two images from differing view angles. Even perfectly
georeferencing two of these images from different seasons with similar view angles is
almost impossible using basic GIS software. Since seasonal insolation differences for
Mars are similar to Earth, and imagery sources similar to Landsat are available, this
technique could be used to analyze the Martian surface.

Figure 26: HiRISE image of a part of a Harris Crater fan and a maximum likelihood
classification of 4 CTX images (5 x 5 m pixel size) from different Martian seasons. An
inverted ridge runs southwest to northeast through the image which is difficult to identify
from the MLC alone.

6.5.4 MODIS BRDF products
BRDF products have been created using Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) imagery (Schaaf et. al., 2002). MODIS data is collected
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from 2 satellites, Terra and Aqua. The BRDF product has information for 1 km2 areas of
the entire earth. Also, the product is updated every 16 days, when new imagery is
available. Most of the atmospheric and calibration issues that are a concern when using
Landsat imagery are also important for the modeling of BRDF using MODIS. This
project has been important for many disciplines (Lucht et. al., 2000; Schaaf et. al., 2002;
Shuai et. al., 2011).
Besides the difference in spatial scale between Landsat and MODIS data, the
analysis of Landsat imagery here has been to isolate surface roughness, whereas, the
BRDF product produced by Schaaf et. al. (2002), is much more robust and can account
for the averaged effects of composition and albedo for a much broader spectral range
over a square kilometer area. Using MODIS for the purpose of surface roughness
mapping on geomorphic features such as alluvial fans would require the addition of other
remote datasets, like Landsat (Shuai et. al., 2011). Otherwise, the 1 x 1 km pixel size
would average the effects of surface roughness and composition over very large areas.
This problem and the before-mentioned problems using < 30 m spatial resolution
imagery suggest the spatial resolution of Landsat would allow the most efficient analysis
for surface roughness on the scales of topography and grain size from visible to midinfrared imagery.
6.6 Future method improvement suggestions
6.6.1 Classification parameterization
Although the analysis shows that basic surface roughness differences cause light
reflectance from the surfaces of alluvial fans to behave differently, a more robust
classification procedure would be ideal, especially for application to other locations and
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surface types. An improvement on the current Maximum Likelihood Classification
procedure would be to weight the range (or total change) of reflectance values as the
classifying criteria higher than the mean reflectance value for each pixel. The mean is
greatly influenced by color and the surface composition (could dominate the radiation of
certain wavelengths more than others depending on mineralogy). The range of values of
reflectance (around different means) for each pixel shows how the amount of solar
radiation changes for a surface over the course of the year. This is optimistic though in
that correcting for atmospheric influences and cloud cover – although minor for Death
Valley images – and calibrating to a standard reflectance scale rather than image specific
digital number scales could create large errors in range calculations by overcorrecting
differences. Classifying the range of pixel values has proven to be difficult, but further
focus on the best classification algorithm is necessary.
6.6.2 Aspect consideration
Complications due to aspect were evaluated, but may need a more thorough
evaluation. The fans analyzed all had generally, west-facing aspects. A ND analysis
using the two images with the maximum difference in solar zenith angles showed
obvious, aspect-related differences in radiation on rough, mountainous surfaces, but the
same trends were not seen across the surfaces of alluvial fans on the eastern side of Death
Valley. This is related to the gentle, concave upwards, slopes of alluvial fans in
comparison to the basin-surrounding mountains. Linear trends in surface features such as
bars, levees, and incised, channel walls have shadowing that could change depending on
the surface’s orientation with respect to incoming sunlight (Figure 27). In general, these
features tend to radiate outward from the apex of the fan. Whether the fan is oriented
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north-south or east-west would be expected to matter most for shadowing differences.
Shadowing perpendicular to linear, surface features may create larger shadows in general
than shadowing parallel to trends.
6.6.3 Compositional effect on BRDF
Lithology of surface clasts may affect BRDF. Different mineralogic
compositions absorb and reflect radiation differently. For the surfaces studied, similar
clast compositions were found at all field sites. Quartz is the dominant mineral for all
field sites, although some field sites did have slight differences in their minority clasts’
mineralogies. Alluvial fans radiating from the Black Mountain area have some granitic
clasts, and would be expected to have clays from mica and feldspar weathering as a part
of its fine material. Some studies note the spectra of different mineralogies and use this
for mapping purposes (eg. Gillespie et. al., 1984). Whether BRDF affects the absorption
and remittance of radiation differently for different mineralogic assemblages is something
to be studied further. This and surface aspect are possible issues that would need to be
addressed on a case by case basis.
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Figure 27: Linear trend directions of coarse material bars would have a large effect on
shadowing averages for a surface. Here the incoming sunlight appears to be coming from
a direction almost perpendicular to the trend direction of the bars, therefore shadowing is
greater than it would be if the bars had been oriented parallel to the solar illumination
angle.
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7. Conclusions
Using Landsat 7 imagery for detecting changes in average grain size and
sorting, as well as topographic change on late-Holocene, alluvial fan surfaces within
Death Valley Basin is possible using a BRDF approach. This has been shown by
comparing surfaces with different reflectance properties that are classified using a
Maximum Likelihood Classification to surface roughness field data and ALSM slope
data. The influence of sand on reflectance values is shown to be dominant for
determining the classification of surfaces with wavelengths of radiation between blue and
mid-infrared.
Grain size might be the dominant shadowing signature on the surfaces
analyzed, as shown by the increase in separability of field site clusters when clast depth
standard deviation is used. Also, total sand at the surface may be the result of deposition
by dilute debris flows, mudflows, or fluvial reworking where sorting would be relatively
better than other processes. Topography follows the same roughness trends as grain size
for the field sites. Large changes in bar and channel topography or across debris-flow
levees took place at field sites with large grain sizes and the poorest sorting. The other
extreme in site roughness consisted of sand-dominated surfaces with subdued bars, or
even lacking bars and channels.
Future work to isolate the BRDF of grain size versus topographic scales of
surface roughness should be done. A larger range in radiation wavelengths may provide
the ability to look at roughness on different scales individually. However, if a limited
spectral resolution dataset is used, this study shows that mapping surface roughness
based on reflectance changes with visible to mid-infrared radiation combines surface
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roughness scales of grain size and topography.
Studying the surface features on late Holocene surfaces has provided some
overarching observations that complicate interpretation of depositional processes in many
settings. Bar and channel topography dominates most surfaces. This is most likely due
to reworking of deposit surfaces either immediately following a depositional event or
during later rain events where surface runoff channelizes, removes, or re-deposits fines
elsewhere. Understanding the changes that alter a surface post-deposition helps to relate
observed surface heterogeneity to the heterogeneity of deposit types in the subsurface,
which is important for reservoir characterization or paleogeographic reconstructions.
Surface expressions that result from debris-flow processes, fluvial processes, or solely
surface modification processes are difficult to isolate from surface roughness mapping
alone. Spatial relationships between roughness features, and relative class assemblage
differences between fans may provide this information. Some observations made in the
field supported hypotheses made remotely based on class locations. Sand skirts at the
toes of fans and deposits within channel forms could be interpreted correctly, as well as
where even slight changes in average grain size or sand cover may take place.
Isolating time as a surface roughness-affecting variable should be important
for any surficial mapping study. Landform surfaces that formed throughout the
Quaternary have been mapped remotely using a variety of techniques including
reflectance of radiation wavelengths that are affected by color and heat emittance.
Within age-specified areas – where surface modifications could be assumed to have
affected the entire surface of that age uniformly – mapping surface roughness with the
technique developed here may be possible. Post-depositional changes to a surface can
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mask roughness that is due to the initial surface forming process.
Future applications of a similar technique with Landsat-like datasets are
numerous. The spatial resolution of Landsat appears to be optimal for understanding
surface roughness features on the scales of interest for depositional processes on
alluvial fans greater than 1 km in length. Some work has been done to manipulate
HiRISE and CTX imagery from the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter for a BRDF surface
roughness mapping procedure on some possible Martian alluvial fans. In addition to
alluvial depositional processes, surface roughness may be a useful mapping parameter for
other landforms on Earth and Mars. These may include sand dune fields, playas, and
inverted fluvial topography. Combining this analysis with the analyses of other variables,
such as composition or vegetation cover, and datasets, like ALSM, would contribute
meaningful insights to future studies using remote sensing to better understand
geomorphic features.
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Appendix I: The surface roughness of alluvial fans
1. Introduction
The section that follows describes the dominant depositional processes and postdepositional processes on alluvial fan surfaces that result in different types of surface
roughness. Alluvial fans are depositional features that are recognizable by their planview “fan” shape, beginning at an upstream point, or apex, and gently sloping outward
into a lower elevation basin (Figure 28). Common depositional processes on alluvial fans
include debris flows and braided-fluvial-style deposition. These processes create features
of varying vertical relief—such as debris-flow levees or bar and swale topography—and
variable, surface-grain sorting. Surface roughness, here, is defined as the topographic
expression of depositional and secondary processes that combines both of these scales.
Mapping active portions of alluvial fans based on surface roughness may help to identify
depositional process remotely and over large areas. This study focuses on mapping the
surface roughness of alluvial fans on the east side of Death Valley.
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Figure 28: Schematic diagrams of debris flow (A) and sheetflood (B) dominated alluvial
fans. FC- feeder channel, A- apex, IC- incised channel, IP- intersection point (Blair and
McPherson, 1994).
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2. Depositional Processes
2.1 Inferring process from fan deposits
Alluvial fans are often described by the types of deposits that form them. The
mode of sediment transport, amount of surface runoff, and source, drainage basin’s
dominant lithologies and clast sizes can vary greatly on fans. Individual deposits are
often the only keys to understanding these factors (Bull, 1977; Major and Iverson, 1999).
Formation of an alluvial fan occurs when sediment is deposited upon reaching a point
where stream power can no longer transport given sediment sizes (Knighton, 1998). This
often results from the lack of confining walls, such as at the point where a channel leaves
a bedrock valley and enters a sedimentary basin. The sudden decrease in channel depth
at this point and flow divergence decreases stream power. High sediment production
rates and optimal climatic conditions for mass wasting events upstream are common
characteristics of alluvial fan producing channels (Bull, 1964; Blair and McPherson,
1994). Stream power continues to decrease down fan due to both, 1) the infiltration of
water into porous alluvial fan material, and 2) decreases in slope gradient towards the fan
toe (Hooke, 1967; Staley et. al., 2006).
The size and sorting of material and discharge magnitudes that reach an alluvial
fan surface are primarily responsible for a fan’s surface texture. Alluvial fans can form
solely from deposition during fluvial processes (sometimes termed fluvial fans),
transitional flows, high sediment-load debris flows, or from a combination of these (Bull,
1977; Kochel and Johnson, 1984; Wells and Harvey, 1987; Stanistreet and McCarthy,
1993). Deposits of transitional flows fit in neither end-member regime since they have
properties of both fluvial and mass-movement processes. Often, deposits on a single fan
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are formed by varied processes and differ in compositional make-up due to changes in the
climatic and drainage basin conditions at the time of their deposition (Harvey and Wells,
2003). Also, a single flow event can result in a variety of deposit types as discharge and
sediment load change during the event (Mather and Hartley, 2005). Harvey (1997)
identifies the main factors of a flow responsible for different, fan deposit types as the
water to sediment ratio and the abundance of mud-sized sediment.
2.2 Debris-flow deposits
Debris-flow deposits have been separated into subjective groups based on matrix
quantity, deposit morphology, and overall sorting (Blair and McPherson, 1994; Wells and
Harvey, 1987). The determination of a debris flow versus a non-mass-wasting flow is
based on the presence of a flow yield strength and relatively large flow viscosity
(Whipple and Dunne, 1992). The addition of fines to the water matrix allows for nonNewtonian flow, in which turbulence is minor, and flows can travel great distances across
land surfaces. Hydraulic properties of the flow as well as fan surface geometry and
sediment compositions determine where on the fan a debris flow will deposit (Suwa and
Okuda, 1983). Debris-flow morphology is typically lobate. Multiple lobes can be
created in a single event, each with different, dominant, surface features. Figure 5
illustrates surface features observed on debris-flow deposits (Wells and Harvey, 1987).
A single, debris flow will most likely have the coarsest material near the front, which
would be followed by the bulk of the flow, which is finer (Suwa and Okuda, 1983).
Discharges lacking in fine material may follow the debris flow (Blair and McPherson,
1994).
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In general, surface texture of a debris-flow deposit is poorly to very poorly sorted.
Fines may or may not be found at the surface due to late-stage surface runoff events and
subsequent rain splash removing fine material (Bull, 1977). Mud flow and dilute debris
flow are often used to describe a debris flow that lacks coarse material, but still has the
high, fine material concentration that creates a laminar as opposed to a turbulent flow
(Bull, 1977). Dilute flows are modeled to travel the furthest for a given set of hydraulic
conditions (Whipple and Dunne, 1992).
Debris-flow levees are common surface features on debris-flow lobe deposits.
Levees typically have the greatest relief near the apex, where coarser debris-flow deposits
are typically found, and become subdued down fan where lobes of overall finer material
are dominant (Johnson, 1970; Fisher, 1971). Larger material – typically boulders and
gravel – is pushed upwards and outwards to the debris-flow edges as it moves. As the
material collects, less fluid for support is present in the flow, causing deposition along the
edge of the debris flow. These deposits can be clast-supported and better sorted than
other debris-flow deposits (Major and Iverson, 1999). Levees are found on the sides and
occasionally fronts of lobes. Side levees can create constraining channels that direct
debris flows and allow the flow depth to remain great enough for flows to travel downfan. Debris flows also create channels where abrasion beneath the flow creates scours
into previous deposits (Whipple and Dunne, 1992). Front levees (also called snouts) are
often eroded by the later flowing material, but can serve as dams—trapping material
behind them that would have otherwise been deposited farther down-fan. This can create
abrupt changes in slope on debris-flow-dominated fans (Suwa and Okuda, 1983).
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The range in roughness features that can be seen on debris-flow-dominated fans
includes extremely rough surfaces found near apices with levees and incised active
channels, and smooth areas at the toes of the fan where dilute debris flows (mud flows)
and surface runoff deposit primarily fine material. Debris-flow deposition dominates
fans on both sides of the Death Valley Basin, although some studies have identified fans
with apparent fluvial deposits (Bull, 1977; Blair, 1999).
Typically, arid regions are associated with debris-flow-dominated fans, because
of the accumulation of debris in drainage basins that is often only moved downstream by
infrequent, large, precipitation events. The lack of vegetation for slope stabilization
further promotes the rapid accumulation of material in arid basins. Drainage basin
geology is also important for flow type since certain bedrock types will weather more
quickly than others, and some are more likely to breakdown into mud or sand-sized
material.
2.3 Streamflow deposits
Fluvial deposition occurs on alluvial fans when large discharges lacking fine
sediment reach a point of unconfinement. Because of this, fluvial-dominated fans are
often fed by drainages with more temporally consistent water sources and a lack of fines.
They are associated with more humid climates where frequent precipitation moves
material out of drainage basins regularly and supports debris-stabilizing vegetation
growth (Kochel and Johnson, 1984; Ritter et. al., 2006). Fluvial deposition in arid
regions may be the result of a source basin geology that produces minimal fines (Bull,
1964; Harvey, 1990; Blair, 1999).
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General differences between fluvial and debris-flow deposits have been identified
from a number of studies of alluvial fans (Kochel and Johnson, 1984; Wells and Harvey,
1987; Blair and McPherson, 1994; Blair, 1999). Observations of fluvial deposits show
that they are often made up of more well sorted sands and gravels, and clasts are more
likely to be found imbricated and lacking matrix than in debris-flow deposits (Ritter et.
al., 2006). The active channel switching on fluvial fans leaves “sheet-like” deposits of
sands and gravels, with periodic deposition of fines preserved as thin layers of lag or
over-bank deposits. In plan-view, these deposits are discontinuous laterally, but each
switching event may be identifiable down-fan. Bars of coarser material (sands/gravels)
can be seen as elongate, isolated features within channel deposits. Fluvial sheetflood
deposits are often identified from a cross-sectional view based on the presence of planar
couplets of poorly sorted sands and gravels (Blair and McPherson, 1999. They also lack
large, topographic changes, although bar and channel features are often found (Wells and
Harvey, 1987). When coarse material is transported as bedload and deposited as bars, or
incision takes place, fluvial deposits would have rougher surface features. It is possible
for fluvial deposits, or hyperconcentrated (transitional) flows, to be found on top of
debris-flow deposits, or for these flows to imbricate and remove fines from the surfaces
of debris-flow deposits.
Bar and swale topography—higher relief, coarser bars separated by channels of
finer material—describes a common surface texture of deposits that is often the result of
fluvial reworking (Bull, 1977; Knighton, 1998) (shown in Figure 29). Braided fluvial
activity on unconfined surfaces eventually directs water into surface rills, or depressions,
as it flows down-fan. These rills can be the low spots between coarse material bars or
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levees. Flows moving down-fan on permeable fan deposits lose discharge, and so fine
material carried as bedload or suspended within the flow will eventually deposit in the
rills or swales.

Bar

Swale

Bar

Swale

Bar

Figure 29: Photograph of a Death Valley alluvial fan with bar and swale topography
expressed at its surface. The survey tripod is ~1.5 m tall in the foreground (Photograph
by Sarah Doyle).

2.4 Transitional flows
Transitional flows are described as an intermediate phase of water:sediment
between debris flows and streamflows. Their deposits have some snout/levee features,
but also horizontal stratification and graded bedding similar to fluvial deposits.
Transitional flows also constitute the clast-sorting range between their debris flow and
streamflow classifications. Hyperconcentrated flow has been used to describe some
transitional flows (Wells and Harvey, 1987). There is some discussion on whether flow
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mechanics should be used to create the dividing boundary between debris flow,
transitional flow, and streamflow deposit types. Hyperconcentrated and non-cohesive
sediment gravity flows (NCGSF’s) are both used to refer to transitional-flow deposits,
however NCGSF’s are laminar, while hyperconcentrated flows are turbulent similarly to
streamflows. Both are considered transitional by different researchers in that they have
slightly higher sediment concentrations than streamflows and less mud than debris flows
(Blair, 1987). This suggests there is a range in deposit types, and classification
boundaries between debris flow and transitional flow, and transitional flow and
streamflow are arbitrary.
2.5 Controls on overall fan morphology
The slope and morphology of a fan is a function of the types of deposits that form
it, but also the erosional processes that result from mountain-front tectonics and innerbasin fluvial activity. Overall coarser deposits are expected to be found on steeper slopes
and closer to the apex of a fan than finer deposits that can be transported farther under
similar flow conditions (Ritter et. al., 2006). The slope of a fan is a result of the extreme
events that result in deposition. The most frequent discharges that leave the feeder
channel at the apex of a fan are not as large as rarer events that alter a fan’s surface slope
(Knighton, 1998). For this reason, most discharge events act only upon the active
channel, and most often by transporting deposits within the active channel farther downfan, causing incision or aggradation at different points in the channel. The slope of the
incised channel changes as a balance is reached between the sediment load and discharge
entering the fan, and also because of the rate and timing of faulting along the mountain
front (Bull, 1964; Hooke, 1972; Schumm, 1977). Incision is typically initiated by
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sediment-poor flows that create fan-feeding active channels and small-scale rills on
previous deposits. Where incision has occurred or coarse material is deposited as bars,
the roughest surfaces should be found. Comparatively well-sorted fines should form
some of the smoothest alluvial fan surfaces – on both the grain and topography scales.
When a fan forms on the edge of a tectonically active basin, the fan’s morphology
can be described as stacked, since successive deposits bury each other. This is a result of
rapid erosion in the upstream basin producing debris and increasing the likeliness of
debris flows, as well as the rapid formation of accumulation space in the depositional
basin. Smaller fault offsets or limited removal of fan material by inner-basin erosion
would promote a basin-reaching, often called telescoping, morphology, where new
deposits remain in incised channels until they become unconfined near the toes of fan
(Blair and McPherson, 2009). Mountain fronts can have alluvial fans that coalesce into a
single sheet of piedmont-mantling alluvial material. These are called bajadas and can be
seen in many western US basins (Knighton, 1998). Axial rivers, flowing parallel to the
trend of the basin, serve as a main transport pipeline for material deposited on a fan to be
eroded and moved downstream. Sediment removal rates can affect the slope and
resulting morphology of a fan.
3. Secondary Surface Modification
Active deposition normally does not take place simultaneously across an entire
fan surface. Instead, it is found on the active depositional lobe that can switch from one
area to another on the fan surface (Figure 28). The time between depositional events on
active lobes can be useful as paleoclimatic change indicators and possibly indicative of
the tectonic history of a basin (Harvey and Wells, 1994; Ritter et. al., 1995). Time of
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surface modification can be determined using a number of post-depositional surface
indicators. Some secondary (post-deposition) changes affect surface roughness—
gullying, desert pavement, grain size decrease, and erosionally-subdued topography.
Some studies have used these changes—as well as desert varnish accumulation and soil
formation—as ways to correlate deposits of the same age (Hunt and Mabey, 1966;
McFadden et. al., 1989; Bull, 1991).
Most remote sensing studies looking at surface roughness on alluvial fan surfaces
acknowledge that secondary processes alter surface roughness on both the small scale—
grain size—and large scale—topographic relief—and incorporate this into mapping
deposits of different ages (Gillespie et. al., 1984; Crouvi et. al., 2006; Mushkin and
Gillespie, 2005; Frankel and Dolan, 2007). Crouvi et. al. (2006) used hyperspectral
imagery to look at differences between alluvial fan deposits, and found that desert
pavement and rock coatings such as desert pavement were the main variables that
affected spectra. Rarely has the effect of surface roughness in the form of grain size and
topography been looked at independently of secondary processes in remote sensing
studies. An example of one that looked solely at recent deposits was by Glenn et. al.
(2006). They mapped the surface roughness of recent landslide deposits using LiDAR
elevation data. The complexity the effect of time has on surface roughness of different
features adds more issues to understanding depositional process. The intention of
mentioning secondary processes here is to highlight non-depositional features that can be
seen in the field that affect surface roughness.
Wind and water
In addition to the late-stage, fluvial reworking of fine sediment on the surface of a
deposit that was mentioned earlier as the last stages of debris flows, precipitation on a fan
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surface can remove fine material and imbricate surface clasts, and eolian transport can
deflate fine material or deposit fine material on alluvial fan surfaces (Blair and
McPherson, 1994; Blair and McPherson, 2009). The time necessary for wind and water
to alter alluvial fan surfaces varies greatly depending on the local climate. It is difficult
to tease out the timing of the removal of fines from a surface unless other key surface
modification features are found, such as the presence of an Av soil horizon or desert
varnish coatings on larger, remaining grains.
On inactive surfaces, abandoned incised channels and other surface depressions
can collect surface runoff that flows down gradient, eroding into the fan deposits. This
process forms gullies that deepen and erode headward with time (Ritter et. al., 2006). In
some locations, gullies remove past large-scale, surface texture and leave undulations
between the original land surface and gully floors. Surfaces with these deep, undulating
gullies are described as having ballena topography (Blair and McPherson, 2009).
Alluvial fan surfaces in Death Valley older than middle Pleistocene (Q2) can exhibit this
topography (Frankel and Dolan, 2007).
Time
Another process that alters surface roughness is the formation of desert pavement.
This geomorphic process is closely linked to soil formation in arid environments. A key
horizon in aridisols is the Av horizon. The formation of an Av horizon is believed to be
the result of eolian dust trapping by surface clasts (Wells et. al., 1985; McFadden et. al.,
1998). The accumulation of eolian dust beneath these clasts inflates the land surface and
pushes coarser, buried clasts upward. In time, this process forms a coarse, clast-armored
surface that lacks fine material. As a desert pavement develops, soil formation subdues
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previous topography, and fines that may have been present are either transported away by
wind or water or brought down into the inflating, Av horizon. Surface age can be roughly
estimated from the degree of pavement development—the older the surface, the less
original bar and swale topography can be seen, and surface clasts are strongly embedded
into the underlying fines (McFadden et. al., 1989). Figure 30 is a photo of a welldeveloped, desert pavement.
It has been seen on many alluvial fan surfaces that grain size decreases with time
as coarse material breaks down (Wells et. al., 1987; Frankel and Dolan, 2007). This
time-dependent decrease in size, associated with physical and chemical weathering, may
be useful in looking at different-aged deposits as long as initial grain size is believed to
have been similar (Wells and Harvey, 1987). Observations of better sorting, and in-situ
rock spalling and disintegration on older surfaces are very common (McFadden et. al.,
1989; Blair, 2009).
Desert varnish is a rock surface coating typically made of clays or manganese and
iron oxides that forms on arid landscapes that have been stable for long periods of time
(Dorn, 1988). Therefore, it is common to see desert varnish on western US alluvial fan
surfaces older than middle to late Holocene (McFadden et. al., 1989). Using desert
varnish accumulation as a mapping parameter is difficult, since lithology and surface
erosion—especially abrasion by wind—can affect it. But, despite these issues, desert
varnish has been used to compare surfaces of different ages (McFadden et. al., 1989;
Crouvi et. al., 2006; Frankel and Dolan, 2007). The reflectance of light from a heavily,
varnished surface can greatly affect the results of surface roughness analyses using
satellite imagery (Crouvi et. al., 2006; Frankel and Dolan, 2007). Even though desert
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varnish accumulation does not directly change surface roughness, it is important to
observe, since its presence means enough time may have passed for other surface
roughness influencing changes to occur.
An example of how secondary processes can complicate surface roughness
interpretations is seen when you consider debris-flow levees, generally largest near the
apex of a fan and decrease in relief down fan. If a levee is exposed to weathering for
some time, grain size would decrease, as soil developed, topography would begin to
subdue, and surface runoff may erode or cut the levee. Comparing this levee to others of
the same age could still provide the same relative relief and grain size results, but
comparing this levee to one on a younger deposit could cause erroneous assumptions
about original sorting and flow type of the older deposit. Eliminating time as a variable
for surface roughness interpretation is key to understanding original depositional process.

Figure 30: Photograph of a Pleistocene alluvial fan surface in south-central California
that has a well developed desert pavement and desert varnish. No bar and swale
topography is evident (Photograph by Les McFadden).
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4. Other surface roughness features found in Death Valley, CA
Death Valley is an actively down-dropping graben on the border between the
Basin and Range Province and the strike-slip faulting that takes place on the west coast of
the United States (Figure 1). Opening of the basin is believed to have begun in the
Miocene by normal faulting with a strike-slip component (Hunt and Mabey, 1966). The
current rate of normal fault movement on the east side of the basin is ~1 to 3 mm per year
(Burchfiel et. al., 1995). Faults on the east side are generally more active, creating a trapdoor movement down and to the west (Denny, 1965). Some parts of Death Valley are at
the lowest elevations found in the Western Hemisphere— -86m at Badwater Basin—
with an extreme elevation change of up to 3400m to the mountain crests on either side of
the basin. The large relief change from the surrounding mountains to the basin floor can
be considered the largest scale of roughness found in the basin. The faulting responsible
for the creation of the basin also creates surface roughness features in the form of
generally, linear, fault scarps that cut the comparatively smooth surfaces of alluvial fans.
On both sides of the basin, fault scarps are found and have been mapped as surface
roughness features (Figure 31) (Blair, 1999; Frankel and Dolan, 2007).
Pluvial sediments in the Death Valley and nearby basins were deposited during
cold and wet, glacial intervals in the Pliocene and Pleistocene (Hunt and Mabey, 1966;
Klinger, 2001). Death Valley basin filled and emptied multiple times during the
Pleistocene forming Lake Manly—the terminal lake for cascading lakes in basins
upstream. Evidence from past lakes include wave erosion into fan deposits—causing the
removal of fines and some imbrication—and isolated, high-relief shoreline terraces at
multiple locations around the valley. The terraces and wave-cut platforms on fans are
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surface roughness features that have been used to reconstruct past lake levels
(Lowenstein et. al., 1999; Ibbeken and Warnke, 2000; Orme and Orme, 2008).
Today, Death Valley has had relatively low annual precipitations (~6 cm/yr) and
high air and surface temperatures that produce high evaporation rates, promoting the
formation of salt playas (Hunt, 1975). The center of the basin is dominated by salt
deposition, which compared to surrounding fan and bedrock surfaces is smooth, but does
have polygonal cracks that create some small scale roughness. Playa deposits and fan
deposits interfinger at the edges of the basin. Physical and chemical weathering of
alluvial fan deposits near the salt playas at the center of the basin may be promoted due to
the high concentration of salts. Salt weathering includes surface-clast disintegration by
salt expansion within voids and pores, and the formation of tafoni—or the formation of
depressions within bedrock or surface clasts (Winkler and Wilhelm, 1970; Bradley et. al.,
1978). Sand dunes—some several meters high—are found in stable locations within the
basin and are most likely the source for eolian material found on fan surfaces.
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Figure 31: Map of an alluvial fan in Death Valley made using LiDAR elevation data and
surface characteristics. A northwest-southeast trending linear feature that offsets the Q2c
deposit in A and is seen on the surface roughness map (B) is a fault scarp. Small black
arrows indicate the scarp trend in A (From: Frankel and Dolan, 2007).

5. Alluvial fan deposition in Death Valley, CA
Alluvial fan deposit stratigraphy has been described for Death Valley and nearby
basins, and recorded in a number of studies (Denny, 1965; Hunt and Mabey, 1966; Bull,
1991; Blair and McPherson, 2009). In central Death Valley, alluvial fans cover
piedmonts of the Panamint Range to the west and the Black and Funeral Mountains to the
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east. The difference in rates of faulting on each side of the basin results in different fan
morphologies. The east side fans have a stacked—steeper and shorter—morphology.
Fans on the west side are shallower, and deposits are basin reaching, allowing the
preservation of older lobe surfaces—which in some areas are heavily paved, varnished,
and gullied (Figure 3).
Large storm events that trigger debris flows are rare. More often, enough water
collects in the higher elevation mountain drainage basins to produce floods that enter fans
and remain confined to incised, active channels. These flows winnow fines and rework
existing deposits and eventually infiltrate or evaporate within the active channel.
The interplay between faulting and fan deposition is complex. Strike-slip faults
are responsible for some lobe switching on the west side of the basin. They also cause
damming of active channels, resulting in fine material deposition as pooled water
infiltrates (Blair, 1999).
The rock types seen on alluvial fan surfaces in the basin reflect the bedrocks
found in the source basins. The dominant, bedrock types within the Panamint Range
include Precambrian and Cambrian marine and metamorphic rocks, granites emplaced
during the Mesozoic, and some Miocene-age volcanics (USGS, 1958). These rock types
are found on west side fans studied by Hunt and Mabey (1966). For example, Trail
Canyon Fan has about half quartzite clasts and half carbonate clasts, while Hanaupah
Canyon Fan has ~60% quartzite, 20% granite, and 10% carbonate and argillite clasts.
Bedrock in the Amargosa Range on the opposite side of the basin differs slightly between
Funeral Mountains north of Furnace Creek and the Black Mountains to the south. In the
Funeral Mountains, Precambrian metamorphics, Cambrian carbonates, and Tertiary
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nonmarine sedimentary rocks can be found (USGS, 1958). Fans emanating from this
area are noticeably dominated by quartz-rich rock types (Hunt and Mabey, 1966;
personal observations). The Black Mountains are dominated by early Precambrian
metamorphic rocks, although late Tertiary volcanic rocks are found in the source basins
of some fans (USGS, 1958). In general, the clasts present on east-side fans south of
Furnace Creek reflect these bedrock types with an increase in granitic compositions on
fan surfaces towards the southern edge of the study area (personal observations). The
dominance of quartz-rich clasts on young fan surfaces is probably not solely the result of
basin geology. As material is moved out of the source basin, the weakest, most easily
weathered compositions would become harder to find downstream, especially since large
material mobilizing events are rare in Death Valley – allowing ample time for the
breakdown of rocks.
6. Scales of roughness
Different scales of roughness are associated with the surface expressions of
depositional processes and types of secondary, surface modification. Grain size and
topography are the two primary scales that are measurable using remote sensing
techniques and fieldwork. Large-scale roughness that is not looked at here would include
slope and curvature of entire fans. A smaller scale of roughness would include
individual clast smoothness. The purpose of this study is to identify scales of roughness
that differ from deposition using satellite imagery. The sorting and mean grain sizes of
deposits are one scale. Isolating surfaces with no post-depositional changes in grain size
allows the possibility of using this to identify surfaces of similar deposit material.
Topography over a 30 x 30 m pixel size is another scale of roughness to be investigated.
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This includes bar and swale features, channel incision, and levees, if the relief changes of
these can be captured within a 30 x 30 m area. It is possible that larger sampling areas
would be necessary to see some larger scale features. The compounding of grain size
differences and topography into a single analysis may be troublesome. To identify the
scale of roughness that best affects reflectance over a given pixel size, fieldwork is done.
It is possible that many features would have similar magnitudes of roughness on both
scales. For example, small grain sizes are associated with dilute fluid flows which also
would have low relief, sheet morphology, while coarse debris flow material would more
likely deposit as levees with greater, topographic relief.
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Appendix II: Summary tables of field data and statistical tests
Table 10a: Field site summary table.
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Table 10b: Field site summary table cont.
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Table 10c: Field site summary table cont.
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Table 10d: Field site summary table cont.
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Table 10e: Field site summary table cont.
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Table 10f: Field site summary table cont.
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Table 11: Separability matrix for band 1 made in ERDAS

Table 12: The number of pixels per MLC (same for all bands). The area of those pixels
is also reported.
MLC

COUNT

AREA
(m2)

1

5563

5006700

2

8357

7521300

3

10626

9563400

4

12693 11423700

5

15805 14224500

6

13746 12371400

7

11163 10046700

8

6915

6223500

9

5565

5008500

10

3967

3570300
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Appendix III: Map of entire study area (supplementary)
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